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1. Executive Summary
Towards formulating a city-led innovative policy response and navigating urban mobility in
transition, Tasks’ 5.2 main aim is to develop an integrated urban policy model -based on the
system dynamics methodology- for gaining clear insight into i) how the system dynamically
behaves and the interrelations between urban mobility operations, new mobility solutions and
urban policies.; ii) how capable the cities are in harnessing and deploying innovation as well
as iii) how effective potential policies could be.
The methodology that was followed for achieving the abovementioned goals consists of three
implementation levels:
•

•

•

The first level (Level 1) concerns the definition of the main urban mobility elements
and sub-elements by following an ecosystem-based approach and the identification
of how these elements interrelate with each other. Following both participatory approaches
and extended literature review, 5 ecosystem elements and 20 ecosystem sub-elements
were identified where 11 of these describe the readiness of a city in deploying mobility
innovations and implementing innovative policy responses and 9 describe the general
liveability of a mobility system. Consensus building techniques (Delphi) were used for
identifying the interrelations among those elements and Prioritization techniques such as
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for assigning weights to each of the defined element.
The second level (Level 2) concerns the development of a self-assessment tool for
assessing the Innovation Readiness status/score of the 1st and 2nd layer SPROUT
cities. The self-assessment tool had the form of an online survey which was sent to the 1st
and 2nd layer cities while an online tool is to be developed and included in Task 6.3. Cities
were ordered based on the Innovation Readiness score and the areas where further policy
actions are needed were highlighted.
The final level (Level 3) refers to the dynamic measurement (qualitatively and quantitively)
of the impact of a set of innovative mobility measures and innovative policy
responses on the urban mobility wenvironment of the 1st layer SPROUT cities, by
following the system dynamics methodology. This level was divided into two parts, the first
one corresponds to the qualitative analysis and visualization/mapping of how the mobility
system behaves and how a new mobility solution/measure may affect, with the use of
Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) . The second part of the methodological approach is the
quantitative analysis of the model based on a cost-based approach and the identification
of the costs that are generated to the system’s main three sustainability areas: Economy,
Environment and Society.
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2. Introduction
2.1. Aim of the deliverable
The primary aim of T5.2 is to build a comprehensive urban policy model for a better
understanding of the interrelations between urban mobility operations, new mobility solutions
and urban policies and to gain insight into how the system behaves as well as how effective
the potential policies could be.
Towards this aim, Task’s 5.2 main objectives can be summarized in the following four points:
•
•
•
•

Provide insight on which are the main elements of an urban mobility ecosystem that drive
and harness innovation
Capture the dynamics of the urban mobility and city logistics system and identify how these
elements interact with each other
Identify the innovation readiness of the SPROUT cities and what their strong and weak
points are and where
Gain insight into how a specific policy and measure may dynamically affect the urban
mobility environment and the final costs generated to the society, the environment, and the
economy.

2.2. How this deliverable relates to other deliverables
The specific task (T5.2) will directly contribute to Task 5.3, Task 6.1 and Task 6.2. More
analytically:
•

•

•

In view of supporting the development of the SPROUT city-led innovative policy response
(Task 5.3), Task 5.2. “Urban policy system dynamics model”, will provide Task 5.3.
“SPROUT city-led innovative policy response” with clear guidance on where policy action
is needed by taking into consideration the 1st layer SPROUT cities’ level of readiness in
innovative policy-making and each city’s weak and strong points towards this direction.
The identification of the main elements of an urban mobility system together with the
analysis of how they interact with each other will strongly support the development of the
shared data space developed in Task 6.1 “Urban mobility shared data space” and the
definition of mobility key performance indicators. Following the CLDs developed in Level 2
and each system’s core variables, a minimum set of performance indicators per each 1st
layer SPROUT city and each measure has been identified which will be delivered to Task
6.1. in order to conclude on the minimum set of data needed to drive the urban mobility
policy-making.
When it comes to Task 6.2 “Evidence-based early policy alert & action tracking”, the
innovation readiness approach will be extended to the liveability pillar to assess the
liveability status of cities. Then, specific outcomes of Task 5.2 (Urban policy system
dynamics model) such as the Innovation Readiness survey responses and the Innovation
Readiness weakness and scores will be used together with the minimum set of data of
T6.1 (Urban mobility shared data space) to build the action tracker for cities and then, feed
Task 6.3.-Urban policy toolbox.
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2.3. Task Participants and sharing of contributions
In total, there are 21 participants (CERTH, ZLC, VUB, WI, VPF, NSCIIC, NBUT, BPKozut, VIU,
TECHNION, ILIM, MoI, MECH, ARAD, HTB, IDFrance, CMA, AGENEAL, WMCA, GOT,
ZLC(MPLS)) for the Deliverable 5.2, and it is led by the CERTH institute. Experts from ZLC,
VUB, WI and POLIS consisted of an expert group that validated: i) the definition of the elements
and sub-elements of an urban mobility ecosystem ii) the weight/prioritization of the subelements and iii) the interrelations between them. On the other hand, the 1st and second layer
cities contributed by participating in a survey to assess their Innovation Readiness status.

2.4. Structure of Deliverable
Chapter 3, theoretically describes the general (3-levels) framework that was followed in the
deliverable. Firstly, Chapter 4 explains the definition of the elements and the sub-elements of
an Innovative urban mobility ecosystem and the identification of the interrelations between
them. In the same context, the prioritization procedure of the sub-elements is presented.
In the next step, Chapter 5 presents the calculation of the Innovation Readiness score of the
1st and 2nd layer SPROUT cities together with the identification of their weak elements/subelements.
Finally, Chapter 6 consists of two main sections. The first one, Section 6.1.1 aims to identify
the quantitative interrelations among the system elements and show how the system behaves
dynamically, taking also into consideration the implementation of an external action (e.g.,
policy measure/policy response), system thinking theory through Causal Loop Diagrams.
Then, the goal of Section 6.1.2. is the calculation of the costs generated to each 1st layer city
sustainability area (economy, environment, community and mobility) by the tested measure
and a chosen set of policy responses and cross-compare those with the future mobility states
estimated in do-nothing scenarios.
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3. General Methodology
The methodological approach that was followed to build the urban policy model consists of
three main levels of analysis (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The 3-levels methodological framework to build an Urban Policy model for SPROUT T5.2

-

-

Level 1: Defining the main urban mobility elements by following an ecosystem-based
approach and identifying how these elements interrelate with each other. To be more
specific, the goal of the specific level is to better understand the innovative urban mobility
ecosystem by identifying (1) the elements, and (2) the sub-elements that either describe
the city’s capability in deploying mobility innovations (Innovation Readiness) or capture the
sustainability performance of a city’s mobility system and (3) the interrelations of the
ecosystem elements/sub-elements (Liveability). The ecosystem elements and subelements were defined based on a combination of participatory and extensive literature
review approaches. Expert groups were implemented for i) drafting the list of elements and
sub-elements, ii) assigning weights and iii) identifying the interrelations among those.
Consensus building techniques (Delphi) were used for identifying the interrelations among
those and Prioritization techniques such as the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for
assigning weights. The analytical description and the results of the specific level are
presented in Chapter 4.
Level 2: Identifying the innovation readiness of the 1st and 2nd layer SPROUT cities.
In order to efficiently guide cities toward innovation, it is important to understand how
mature a city already is in the deployment of mobility innovations and how ready to
implement innovative policy-making. Towards this aim, a self-assessment tool was
developed for measuring the innovation readiness of a city and identifying strengths and
weak points. More specifically, in the framework of this Level, the cities were able to capture
their level of capability and understand which of the elements identified in Level 1, a policy
action might be needed. The self-assessment tool had the form of an online survey which
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-

was sent to the 1st and 2nd layer cities while an online tool will be developed and will be
included in SPROUTs Toolbox (T6.3).
Level 3: Identifying the dynamic effect of specific policies and measures on the
urban mobility environment. The aim of the third and final level of the analysis is to
dynamically measure (qualitatively and quantitively) the impact of an innovative mobility
measure and innovative policy response on the urban mobility system of the 1st layer
SPROUT cities by following the system dynamics approach. Towards this aim, a 2-step
methodological approach was followed. The 1st step corresponds to the qualitative analysis
and visualization of how the mobility system of each 1st layer SPROUT city behaves and
how a new mobility solution/measure may affect it. Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs) were
used as a visualization tool while the measures tested within the project together with a set
of policies identified in Task 4.5 “City-specific policies for harnessing the impact of new
mobility systems” were studied. Each system was expressed in a number of variables
(state and flow variables, auxiliary variables) taken from the nature and characteristics of
the measure studied while each variable represents a specific performance indicator.
Smaller Causal Loop Diagrams were developed, one per each 1st layer SPROUT city, in
order for these to be readable and easy to be understood. The second part of the
methodological approach involved the quantitative analysis of the model visualized in the
first step of the analysis. Using as data, the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that were
collected in Work Package 2 (WP2), the CLDs were simplified in order to include only those
variables whose state could be easily estimated. In the meantime, for further facilitating the
calculation process, a cost-based approach was followed through which the variables of
the system are expressed in costs by using the functions identified in SPROUT’s
Evaluation Framework (Task 4.1 – “Pilot evaluation framework”). The main outcome of this
analysis is the calculation of the costs generated to each 1st layers cities’ sustainability area
(economy, environment, community and mobility) by the tested measure and a chosen
policy response and cross-compare those with the do-nothing scenarios, developed in
Task 3.2. Chapter 6 presents in detail the methodological approach and the outcomes of
this Level.
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4. Definition of the Innovative Urban Mobility
ecosystem
4.1. Methodological approach
For identifying and defining the main elements of an urban mobility system that affect the
readiness and capability of a city in deploying innovation in mobility, an ecosystem-based
approach was followed. An ecosystem offers the ability to connect data, applications,
relationships and expertise. Thus, adopting the ecosystem approach enables the user to
bridge the gap between all the stakeholders, processes and systems involved in every move
to more easily and efficiently connect, with greater transparency and better management
reporting (Equus Software, 2018; Rockström et al. 2009).
The general framework that was followed combined a participatory approach and extended
literature review techniques and consisted of four main methodological steps, as indicated in
Figure 1.
The ground basis (Step 1) of the ecosystem analysis was based on the main drivers and
performance indicators (PIs) identified in the framework of SPROUT, in WP2, together with the
lessons learned from the implementation and assessment of the pilot cases in WP4. Together
with the literature review, desktop research was implemented to further enhance those while
finally an alignment with the Sustainable Urban Mobility Indicators (SUMI) (European
Commission 2019), has been applied to avoid missing an important PI from this analysis.
Following this analysis, several iterations internally among the SPROUT experts were
implemented for i) drafting the final list of the main elements and sub-elements of an
urban mobility ecosystem (Step 2&3) ii) assigning weights and iii) identifying the
interrelations among those. Consensus building tools, such as the Delphi technique
was used for identifying the interrelations among the elements while prioritization
techniques (AHP) were used as a tool for assigning weights. Finally, the Open Innovation
Community (OIC) was used as the external validation mechanism (Step 4). The OIC experts
were asked through a dedicated survey to validate the final list of elements identified and
prioritize them, while one workshop was implemented for discussing those outcomes and
drawing conclusions.
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Step 1: Data Collection
• SPROUT outcomes: PIs & Drivers (WP2) and Lessons Learnt (WP4)
• Additional sources: Sustainable Urban Mobility Indicators (SUMI) indicators and Literature
review

Step 2: Definition of the main elements and sub-elements of an
innovative urban mobility ecosystem
Step 3: Internal Validation with SPROUT experts
• Iterative validation of elements and sub-elements
• Iterative identification of the interrelations between innovative ecosystem sub-elements
through the participatory, Delphi methodology.
• Weight assignment to the different sub-elements applying the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) methodology.
• Bi-weekly meetings to achieve alignment of WP5 and WP6

Step 4: External Validation with Open Innovation Community (OIC)
•Online Survey with Open Innovation Community (OIC) to validate and prioritize elements
• Follow up the workshop with OIC to discuss the results of the survey and define critical
terms for SPROUT such as policy response

4.2. Defining an Urban Mobility Ecosystem: Main elements
The following table (Table 1) contains the description of the six elements that were determined
necessary to define an Innovative Urban Mobility ecosystem. The first element is “Climate &
City Typology” which describes the geophysical and environmental conditions of a city and the
element “Smart & Easily accessible” contains the level of accessibility of New Mobility Services
(NMS) & Transportation services. Afterwards, the element “Safe & Security” assesses the level
of security and safety of the current mobility services and the element Smart & “Innovative
Resources & infrastructure available” refers to the Availability of smart resources, and physical
and digital infrastructure. Moreover, the element “Innovative People & Stakeholders” concerns
the behaviour of the people, the smart entrepreneurship etc. Finally, the element “Innovative
Governance & Growth” describes the integrated planning and current political framework.
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Table 1: The description of the Innovative UM ecosystem elements

City Elements

Description

Climate & City Typology

This element reflects the need for a city that is open to new
synergies and innovations; rich in educational and research
levels and green in terms of the mobility system environmental
performance

Smart & Easily accessible

This element describes the need for a mobility system that is
accessible and affordable for all the citizens as well as rich in
terms of services provided and a city that provides higher levels
of transparency in its governmental processes.

Safe & Secure

The perception of the users about safety and security during the
use of an Innovative UM solution can play a key role in the
ecosystem. The number of accidents and the fatalities such as
the safety requirements can express this element.

This element highlights the need for: 1) integrated, multimodal
and smart infrastructure which will ease the implementation of
Smart & Innovative
innovative mobility solutions; 2) a highly efficient and effective
Resources & infrastructure mobility sector with low levels of congestion and enough space
available
allocated to new mobility solutions; 3) advanced and data-driven
knowledge of the city authorities on the needs of their mobility
system and 4) a skilled workforce in mobility planning.

Innovative People &
Stakeholders

The actors and people of the city play a key role in the
ecosystem approach since their perception defines the success
of an innovative mobility solution adoption. This element reflects
the city’s culture which describes the city’s perception of the
deployment of innovative mobility solutions, the people’s
behaviour and level of smartness and finally the city’s industry
diversity.

Innovative Governance &
Growth

This element reflects the need for i) higher levels of
interdepartmental coordination and a clear strategy towards
implementation of innovative mobility policy ii) innovative
procurement practices for facilitating the deployment of
innovative mobility solutions; iii) higher levels of co-planning and
iv) a clear investment strategy towards innovative mobility
planning.
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4.2.1. External Validation and assignment of weights
According to the general framework
described
in
Section
4.1,
the
identification
of
the
innovative
ecosystem elements was performed
internally with SPROUT experts and
then validated externally with the OIC.
Specifically, the OIC members took part
in a survey where they validated and
assigned weights to the Innovative
Urban Mobility elements through a voting
process. The weighting showed that
accessibility and security are the most
important elements while infrastructure
and people & stakeholders are the less
important.

Figure 2. The weight of the ecosystem elements
based on the survey conducted with OIC

4.3. Urban Mobility ecosystem: Main sub-elements for capturing the
innovation readiness of a city and the liveability of a mobility system.
Each of the aforementioned elements corresponds to a specific field that is important to driving
urban mobility innovation. To better understand and further analyse these elements, it was
necessary to downgrade them to a lower level, into sub-elements. These sub-elements can be
categorized based on the perspective. The SPROUT urban policy model develops a holistic
approach for capturing the innovative perspective from two different dimensions (Figure 3):
1) Innovation Readiness: Identifying if the city is capable and ready in deploying or
enabling the deployment of mobility innovations. Capturing the innovation readiness of
the city by studying the city’s organization structure, capability and capacity, current
regulation practices, engagement practices, financial strength and investment
opportunities etc.
2) Liveability: Identifying the city’s liveability levels which will ease the implementation of
mobility innovations. Identifying the current levels of quality of life, mobility’s
connectivity and sustainability e.tc.

Figure 3. The two components of an Innovative UM ecosystem to build an innovative urban policy model
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Afterwards, Table 2 presents the sub-elements of each dimension The last column of the table
refers to the alignment of the Liveability sub-elements with the SUMIs; the analytic list of SUMI
indicators can be found in Annex A.
Table 2: The Innovation Readiness and Liveability sub-elements of the Innovative UM ecosystem and their
alignment with SUMIs

Pillar
City
Elements

Climate & City
Typology

Smart & Easily
accessible

Readiness

Liveability

•
•

Openness
Science & Education

•

•

Transparency &
Accountability

Sustainability

Indicative PIs: Population Mobility
Net Public Finance Distribution of
land use types, Proportion of road
types, Air quality, CO2 emissions
•
•
•

SUMI
indicators
alignment1

Accessibility
Affordability
Availability

SUMI-03, 04,
07 & 09

SUMI-02 & 06
SUMI-01

Indicative PIs: Price level of
transport Level of accessibility
•

Safe & Secure

Safety and security
SUMI-05 & 13

Indicative PIs: Fatalities Mobility
accidents
Smart &
Innovative
Resources &
infrastructure
available

Innovative
People &
Stakeholders
Innovative
Governance &
Growth

•
•

Data availability
Cities Capacity

•
•

Efficiency
Convenience

Indicative PIs: Rate of parking
spaces Availability of bike-sharing
Availability of scooter sharing
Availability of real-time information
•
•

Culture
Industry Diversity

•

Inter-departmental
coordination
Mobility Planning
Laison
Public Investments

•
•
•

•

SUMI-10
SUMI-08 & 11

Users and behaviour

Indicative PIs: Modal split Vehicle
ownership rate
•

Policy-making & additional
investments

Indicative PIs: Innovative
procurement planning SUMP
/SULPs available Resilient planning

1

The alignment with SUMIs concerns the Liveability KPIs. The analytic description of each SUMI
indicator can be found in Annex A.
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4.3.1. Innovation Readiness sub-elements
4.3.1.1. The identified sub-elements
The description of the 11-innovation readiness sub-elements is included in Table 3 below.
Table 3: The description of the Innovation Readiness sub-elements of an Innovative UM ecosystem

City Elements

Innovative
Governance &
Growth

Sub-elements
InterR1
departmental
coordination

R2

Mobility Planning

R3

Laison

R4

Public
Investments

R5

Openness

R6

Science &
Education

R7

Transparency &
Accountability

Climate and
City Typology

Smart & Easily
accessible
Safe & Secure

R8
Smart &
Innovative
Resources and
Infra available

R9

R10
Innovative
People &
Stakeholders
R11

2

Description
Describes the structure and the dedicated
departments of a city to better implement
innovative mobility solutions
Depicts the current regulatory framework of the
city against passenger and freight transportation
(existence of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
(SUMP) & Sustainable Urban Logistic Plan
(SULP))
Shows the level of Public-Private Partnerships
and corporations taking part in the city
Represents to what extent the city has ensured
funding for innovative mobility solutions
Concerns about the networking of the city by
assessing the level of national and international
synergies of the city’s institutes
Constitutes the educational level of the
inhabitants and the number of the research
institutes and universities located in the city
Corresponds to the level of the transparency of
governmental processes and the availability and
the level of accessibility of urban mobility data

No sub-elements
identified2
Refers to how developed the data collection
Data Availability system is in a city (e.g. physical surveys or
infrastructure to observe)?
Explains the level of capacity the city has to
adopt innovation by using/providing specialists
Cities Capacity
and having evidence-driven policy-making and
to what extent the city has the infrastructure to
help adopt innovative mobility solutions.
Shows the direction of the city and habitats
towards innovation by assessing the city’s
Culture
previous experience of implementing Innovative
Business models and the acceptance/trend of
the users towards green modes.
Identifies the smartness of the city’s industry by
Industry
considering the number of big innovators (startDiversity
up & high-tech companies) that are established
in the city

This element is mainly related to the liveability dimension
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4.3.1.2. Configurations
The aim of this part was the configuration of the system in terms of identifying the potential
interrelations between the Innovation Readiness sub-elements that have been defined in Table
1. A list with all the 55 possible pairs of the 11 sub-elements was given to 7 SPROUT experts,
to vote on the potential connections among them. There were three exclusive options for each
pair:
•
•
•

Yes: There is a connection between the two sub-elements,
No: There is no connection between the two sub-elements and
Uncertain: There is no clear (uncertain) connection between the two sub-elements.

Following the Delphi methodology, the different responses of each different pair were gathered
and checked until there was what was considered a majority (70%). If no consensus, the
process was repeated until all the experts agree on all the pairs. The whole configuration
process is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The Delphi methodology defines the interrelations between the sub-elements of the Innovation
Readiness pillar.

In the first round, 31 out of 46 responses reached a consensus; 29 of them were “Yes” two of
them were “No” and 24 didn’t reach a consensus. The voting procedure was repeated once
again and the new iteration resulted in 45 out of 55 consensus responses (38 yes, 3 No and 4
Uncertain), while 10 pairs still didn’t reach a consensus. Then, Table 4 contains the consensus
response of SPROUT experts for all the 55 pairs.
Table 4: The consensus interrelations between the 11 Innovation Readiness sub-elements of the Innovative
UM ecosystem

R1-R2
R1-R3
R1-R4
R1-R5
R1-R6
R1-R7
R1-R8
R1-R9

Pair of Sub-elements
Inter-departmental coordination-Mobility Planning
Inter-departmental coordination-Laison
Inter-departmental coordination-Public Investments
Inter-departmental coordination-Openness
Inter-departmental coordination-Science & Education
Inter-departmental coordination-Transparency & Accountability
Inter-departmental coordination-Data availability
Inter-departmental coordination-Cities Capacity
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R1-R10
R1-R11
R2-R3
R2-R4
R2-R5
R2-R6
R2-R7
R2-R8
R2-R9
R2-R10
R2-R11
R3-R4
R3-R5
R3-R6
R3-R7
R3-R8
R3-R9
R3-R10
R3-R11
R4-R5
R4-R6
R4-R7
R4-R8
R4-R9
R4-R10
R4-R11
R5-R6
R5-R7
R5-R8
R5-R9
R5-R10
R5-R11
R6-R7
R6-R8
R6-R9
R6-R10
R6-R11
R7-R8
R7-R9
R7-R10
R7-R11
R8-R9
R8-R10
R8-R11
R9-R10
R9-R11
R10-R11

Pair of Sub-elements
Inter-departmental coordination-Culture
Inter-departmental coordination-Industry Diversity
Mobility Planning-Laison
Mobility Planning-Public Investments
Mobility Planning-Openness
Mobility Planning-Science & Education
Mobility Planning-Transparency & Accountability
Mobility Planning-Data availability
Mobility Planning-Cities Capacity
Mobility Planning-Culture
Mobility Planning-Industry Diversity
Laison-Public Investments
Laison-Openness
Laison-Science & Education
Laison-Transparency & Accountability
Laison-Data availability
Laison-Cities Capacity
Laison-Culture
Laison-Industry Diversity
Public Investments-Openness
Public Investments-Science & Education
Public Investments-Transparency & Accountability
Public Investments-Data availability
Public Investments-Cities Capacity
Public Investments-Culture
Public Investments-Industry Diversity
Openness-Science & Education
Openness-Transparency & Accountability
Openness-Data availability
Openness-Cities Capacity
Openness-Culture
Openness-Industry Diversity
Science & Education-Transparency & Accountability
Science & Education-Data availability
Science & Education-Cities Capacity
Science & Education-Culture
Science & Education-Industry Diversity
Transparency & Accountability-Data availability
Transparency & Accountability-Cities Capacity
Transparency & Accountability-Culture
Transparency & Accountability-Industry Diversity
Data availability-Cities Capacity
Data availability-Culture
Data availability-Industry Diversity
Cities Capacity-Culture
Cities Capacity-Industry Diversity
Culture-Industry Diversity
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Consensus
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Uncertain
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Uncertain
Yes
Uncertain
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Uncertain
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
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4.3.1.3. Assigning weights
The assignment of each sub-element with a specific weight was determined through the
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). More specifically, 8 SPROUT experts participated in this
process and were asked to prioritize the abovementioned 11 Innovation Readiness subelements: 2 experts from CERTH, 2 experts from WI, 2 experts from POLIS (with one
consolidated response), 1 from ZLC and 1 from VUB.
The first step of the AHP was the creation of the A matrix (Figure 5) based on the responses
of SPROUT experts. The Innovation Readiness sub-elements (11 in total) were added to the
rows and columns of the A matrix. Each weight (w1, w2, w3, etc.) of the upper triangular part of
the A matrix, corresponds to one pair of two different sub-elements. SPROUT experts have
voted: i) which of the elements is more important and ii) how much more important it is with a
score between 0-9 (Table 5).

Figure 5: The A matrix which contains the pairwise comparison of all possible combinations of criteria

The score range can be described by the following table (Table 5):
Table 5: The scale range and the description of each value, used for AHP

Intensity of
importance
1
3
5
7
9

Definition
Equal
importance
Moderate
importance
Strong
Importance
Very strong
importance
Extreme
importance

Explanation
Two elements contribute equally to the objective
Experience and judgment slightly favour one element
over another
Experience and judgment strongly favour one element
over another
One element is favoured very strongly over another, its
dominance is demonstrated in practice
The evidence favouring one element over another is of
the highest possible order of affirmation

* 2, 4, 6, 8 can be used to express intermediate values

Then, the AHP was applied to the responses of the individual and consolidated expert
responses and the consistency ratio and the weight of the sub-elements were calculated in
each case. The whole methodology is concluded in Figure 6.
• If the consolidated consistency ratio was calculated as lower than 10%, SPROUT experts
voted again (Step 1).
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•

When the consolidated consistency ratio was accepted (lower than 10%), the consolidated
weights of the sub-elements were also selected.

Figure 6. The AHP procedure defines the weight of the sub-elements of the Innovation Readiness pillar

The individual results of each SPROUT expert are presented in Annex B while Table 6
presents the consolidated results.
Table 6: The weight of the Innovation Readiness sub-elements of the Innovative UM ecosystem

Innovation Readiness sub-element

Weights

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

5.70%
11.66%
5.98%
16.52%
4.61%
6.28%
9.50%
12.24%
13.67%
7.52%
6.32%

Inter-departmental coordination
Mobility Planning
Laison
Public Investments
Openness
Science & Education
Transparency & Accountability
Data availability
Cities Capacity
Culture
Industry Diversity

Standard
Deviation
1.99%
5.99%
1.59%
4.77%
1.25%
1.52%
2.20%
3.60%
5.88%
1.96%
2.10%

According to the experts, Public Investments was weighted as the most important sub-element
Cities' Capacity and Data Availability also proved valuable. On the other hand, Openness
scored the lowest weight close to Inter-departmental Coordination and Laison.

4.3.2. Liveability – sub-elements and PIs
4.3.2.1. Main sub-elements and PIs
Moving to the liveability dimension, 9 different sub-elements were identified; the following list
contains their description (Halatsis et al. 2021). Afterwards, Table 7 contains some indicative
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KPIs for the liveability sub-elements; these KPIs resulted from outcomes (KPIs) of WP2 aligned
with the SUMI indicators to avoid overlapping.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Planning Investments: Concerns about the potential impact on the expenses required for
developing and operating the current/future urban mobility system.
Sustainability: Concerns about the changes related to climate change, the Air quality
index and the Noise
Accessibility: Concerns about the ease with which all categories of passengers can use
public transport
Affordability: Described by citizens' average annual cost of trips compared to the annual
income
Availability: Includes all impacts related to the mix of transport modes, the type of vehicles
used and the type of mobility services that operate or will operate in the city's mobility
environment
Safety and security: Address the safety and security issues that may come up due to
changes in the urban environment
Efficiency: Concerns about the allocation of public urban space among the different
modes of transport.
Convenience: Concerns about the service level of the urban transport services provided
Behaviour and smartness: Concern the perception of the users towards the innovative
and new mobility solutions.

Table 7: The description and indicative PIs of Liveability sub-elements of the Innovative UM ecosystem

City
Elements

Sub-element

Innovative
Governance
& Growth

L1

Climate and
City
Typology

L2

Planning
Investments

Sustainability

Indicative PIs
•
•

Levels of planning process transparency,
No Master Plans and urban legislation

•

CO2 equivalent or GHG emissions from transport (%
of GHG emissions from urban transport)
European Air Quality Index
Noise levels

•
•
•

•
•

Access to mobility services (the ease with which all
categories of passengers can use public transport)
Accessibility for vulnerable groups to mobility services
(the ease with which vulnerable passengers can use
public transport)
Share of inhabitants with mobile internet access
(sharing services)
SDG - % population within 500 meters of a PT station
No. of Roads, highways, public transport stations

•
•
•
•

Urban deliveries prices (€/package)
Public transport prices
Parking prices
Monthly ticket cost per average income

•
L3

Accessibility

Smart &
Easily
accessible

L4

Affordability

•
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City
Elements

Sub-element

L5

Safe &
Secure

L6

Availability

Safety and security

Indicative PIs
•

Cost of a one km taxi ride as a percentage of average
income

•
•
•
•
•

Share of public transport (%)
Share of car transport (%)
Share of micro-mobility (%)
Share of active transport (%)
Share of car-sharing transport

•
•
•
•

Bikes/E-scooter accidents per 100000 inhabitants
Public transport accidents per 100000 inhabitants
Car transport accidents per 100.000 inhabitants
Share of urban mobility accidents involving ondemand bike/scooter deliveries
Fatalities including micro-mobility means

•

L7

Efficiency

Smart &
Innovative
Resources
and Infra
available
L8

Innovative
People &
Stakeholders

L9

Convenience

Behaviour and
smartness

•
•
•
•
•

Share of urban space for public transport
Share of urban space for private/shared cars
Share of urban space for cycling/scooter lanes
Share of urban space for pedestrian areas
Number of autonomous/automated PT services on
dedicated lanes

•
•
•
•
•

Total passenger trips per day.
The average journey to work in minutes.
The average number of vehicles entering the city daily
Congestion
User trips expected per day

•

The behaviour of users? E.g., implement access
restrictions / regulate parking (No parking violations)
Users’ perception of micro-mobility devices
Users’ perception of biking as dangerous
User perception of car use as expensive
Size of the population above minimum user age

•
•
•
•

The integrated Innovative Urban Mobility ecosystem approach with both PIs of Liveability and
Readiness angle are presented in Figure 7.
4.3.2.2. Configurations
The configurations among the different sub-elements and PIs are captured in the third and
final level of analysis, during the implementation of the Causal Loop Diagrams (Chapter 6,
Section 6.2).
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Figure 7: The Innovative Urban Mobility ecosystem
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5. Innovation Readiness of the 1st and 2nd layer
cities
The Innovation Readiness level of a city is a function of the level of the different innovation
readiness sub-elements, defined in the previous chapter with their weight. The specific score
that was calculated not only as an overall score for the city but also for the different ecosystem
elements, can be used to identify the weak points of a city and connect them with the premade
policy package that can be adapted to enhance its vulnerabilities. The calculation of the
innovation readiness score of a city is split into three parts: i) Several questions with a
descriptive score scale were selected for all the different innovation readiness sub-elements
based on the literature review, ii) The 1st and the 2nd layer cities were asked to respond the
questions based on their current state and iii) the overall innovation readiness score such as
the score of the sub-elements was calculated and the weak points detected based on the
statistically-possible responses.

5.1. Methodology
For capturing the innovation readiness of the 1st and 2nd layer cities, each sub-element
identified in the previous session was expressed in a number of questions. In total 21 questions
were identified for the 11 sub-elements which are presented in the next table (Table 8).
Table 8: The questions selected to assess the Innovation Readiness score of a city

Sub-element
Interdepartmental
coordination
Mobility
Planning
Laison
Public
Investments

Openness

Science &
Education

Transparency &
Accountability

Questions
What is the level of inter-departmental coordination and flexibility
Q1
in the procurement process for innovative solutions?
(City authority or functional city area may be considered)
What is the level of Sustainable mobility Planning &
Q2
implementation process?
Does the city follow stakeholders’ engagement practices for the
Q3
co-creation and co-design of innovative mobility solutions?
At what level your city has the competence for fundraising for
Q4
innovation (PP schemes, …) What is the level of public
investments for smart innovative policy-making?
What is the level of (inter)national synergies with neutral partners
(research institutions, universities) and other cities and
Q5
organisations for knowledge transfer (e.g. POLIS, Euro cities,
EIT)?
Can the city be characterized as a University Town with Research
Q6
& innovation activities?
What is the city’s population's educational level and digital
Q7
competence?
What is the level of smartness and transparency of your city's
Q8
Government processes (e-tools, e-Governance practices, data
transparency)?
Is the city's mobility data open-source, safe and easily
Q9
accessible?
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Sub-element

Data availability

Cities Capacity

Culture

Industry
Diversity

Questions
How mature and smart is the data collection for understanding
Q10 the current situation of a mobility system for Passenger
Transport (Smart infrastructure, ITS, survey)?
How mature and smart is the data collection for understanding
Q11 the current situation of a mobility system for Freight Transport
(Smart infrastructure, ITS, survey)?
To what extent is the current Passenger Transport of the city's
Q12
policy-making data evidence-driven?
To what extent is the current Freight Transport of the city's
Q13
policy-making data-based and evidence-driven?
What is the level of availability of multimodal Passenger
Transport infrastructure & services offered in the city and which
Q14
is the level of intelligent Transport & mobility infrastructure &
services?
What is the level of availability of multimodal Freight Transport
Q15 infrastructure & services offered in the city and which is the level
of intelligent Transport & mobility infrastructure & services?
Does the city have a skilled workforce on innovative mobility
Q16
solutions for Passenger Transportation?
Does the city have a skilled workforce on innovative mobility
Q17
solutions for Freight Transportation?
To what extent are citizens adopting the new sustainable mobility
Q18 services and the green modes of transport, (e.g., less car use,
more walking, cycling and use of Public Transport)?
Is the city open to deploying and testing new business models for
Passenger Transportation? Is the triple helix for innovation
Q19
applied to smart mobility solutions? (e.g., MaaS, Smart Parking,
Traffic Management System etc.)
Is the city open to deploying and testing new business models for
Freight Transportation? Is the triple helix for innovation applied
Q20
to smart mobility solutions? (e.g., MaaS, Parcel lockers, first mile
- last mile, drone delivery etc.)
How rich is the city in terms of the number of big innovators and
Q21
high-tech start-up companies?

Each question can be answered through a 0-5 scale range, with 5 to be representing the
highest score of an element and 0 the lowest. To avoid collecting any misleading results or
conflicts on what each scale means, a detailed description of each scale was provided with
concrete examples. The continuum of performance of each scale was also one of the main
outcomes of the extended literature review implemented for defining each sub-element. A
dedicated online survey was built with these questions which were distributed to the cities’
representatives. The survey can be found in Appendix B.
A short description statistical analysis (Mean, Median, Standard Deviation and Coefficient of
Variation) was performed for the responses received based on the different responses to the
same question and the different responses of the same city.
The function that was used to calculate the score of a city is the average product of the score
of a sub-element with its weight (Eq. 1).
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𝐼𝑅 = 𝑅1 ∙ 𝑤1 + 𝑅2 ∙ 𝑤2 + ⋯ + 𝑅𝑖 ∙ 𝑤𝑖

(1)

Where IR: is the Innovation Readiness score, Ri: is the average score of a sub-element (based
on the corresponding questions) and wi: is the weight of the sub-element
In the context of the SPROUT database enrichment, the specific survey was also sent to 3rd
layer cities. The responses from the cities of all three layers will further contribute to the
construction of the T6.1 data pool.

5.2. Results
5.2.1. Innovation Index
For calculating the final score per city, the weights assigned by the SPROUT experts need to
be taken into consideration. Table 9 presents the weights assigned to each element, subelements and question. In cases where there is more than one question for a specific subelement (Ri), the weight of the sub-element is equally split among the different questions.
Based on the AHP analysis, the Innovative Governance & Growth is the most important
element, and the Smart & Innovative Resources and Infra available are the following. When it
comes to the sub-elements, the City's capacity is the most important, while the Openness was
the least important.
Table 9: The weight of elements and sub-elements of an Innovation UM ecosystem

Element

Element
Weight

Sub-Model
R1

Innovative
Governance &
Growth

39.9%

Climate & City
Typology

10.9%

Smart & Easily
accessible

9.5%

Smart &
Innovative
Resources and
Infra available

25.9%

Innovative
People &
Stakeholders

13.8%

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

Inter-departmental
coordination
Mobility Planning
Laison
Public Investments
Openness
Science &
Education
Transparency &
Accountability

Subelement
Weight

Question

Question
Weight

5.7%

Q1

5.7%

11.7%
6.0%
16.5%
4.6%

Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21

11.7%
6.0%
16.5%
4.6%
3.1%
3.1%
4.8%
4.8%
6.1%
6.1%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
6.3%

6.3%
9.5%

R8

Data availability

12.2%

R9

Cities Capacity

13.7%

R10 Culture

7.5%

R11 Industry Diversity

6.3%
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The Innovation Readiness score of the fourteen 1st and 2nd layer cities was calculated and the
cities were sorted based on this value as presented in Table 10 and Graphs. Based on this
analysis we can notice several similarities among the 1st and 2nd layer cities. The best score
calculated was for Gothenburg and Mechelen and the worst for Arad and Kalisz. The mean
score of all the cities is 3.1/5.0 and it can be seen that the order of the cities based on the
Innovation Readiness score is the same as the order of the mean response of each city.
Table 10: The Innovation Readiness score of the 1st and 2nd layer SPROUT cities

City
Gothenburg
Mechelen
Hertogenbosch
Padua
Transport for West Midlands
Région Île-de-France
Minneapolis
Tel Aviv
Budapest
Valencia
Ioannina
Almada
Arad
Kalisz

Score
3.84
3.60
3.52
3.43
3.41
3.19
3.12
3.11
3.10
3.01
2.97
2.76
2.35
2.03

The following heatmap visualizes the calculated Innovation Readiness score of the 1st and 2nd
layer SPROUT cities based on the values of Table 10. The spatial distribution of the results
shows that the best score values were met in the Northern Europe countries (e.g., Gothenburg,
Mechelen).

Figure 8. The spatial distribution of the Innovation Readiness Score of the 1 st and 2nd layer cities
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The 1st and 2nd layer cities (Table 10) were clustered into three different groups based on their
score: cities with a score from 0.00 to 3.00 (reds), cities with a score from 3.01 to 3.50 (blues)
and cities with a score from 3.51 to 5.00 (greens).

Figure 9. The Innovation Readiness Score of the 1st and 2nd layer cities based on the survey and the weight
of each sub-element Identification of the main weak points: consolidated results

5.2.2. Innovation Readiness commonalities and weak points identification
In this subchapter, a more detailed analysis of the results obtained from the 1st and 2nd layer
cities is implemented in order to gain insight into the similarities of the European cities and
which are these weak points that hold back cities in effectively deploying innovative mobility
solutions and policies.
Thus, a question-based analysis is implemented. The following heatmap presents the
responses of each city to each question. The scores are indicated in a range from low (light
colours) to high (darker colours).

Figure 10. Responses of 1st and 2nd layer cities to Innovation Readiness questionary. The darker the colour
is, the bigger the value.
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The question-based analysis proved that the lowest scores were detected in questions
regarding freight transport (Q11, Q13, Q15, Q17, Q20). Additionally, to that, the availability
of data is also still a problem in the cities (Q9), a problem which affects the progress toward
data-driven policymaking (Q12-13). On the other hand, cities have a high level of
international synergies (Q5) and can be characterized as a University Town with
Research & innovation activities (Q6). The same statistical analysis was performed also per
each sub-element although in Table 11 only the mean value per each sub-element is
presented.
Table 11: Question-based and Innovation Readiness sub-elements based on descriptive statistics

Q5
Q6
Q4
Q14
Q3
Q16
Q19
Q2
Q7
Q21
Q1
Q9
Q8
Q10
Q20
Q12
Q17
Q18
Q15
Q11
Q13

Median
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3.5
2
3
3
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2
2
1

Mean
4.14
3.79
3.57
3.5
3.36
3.36
3.36
3.29
3.29
3.29
3.14
3
2.93
2.93
2.79
2.57
2.57
2.57
1.93
1.71
1.21

STD
0.74
1.21
0.62
0.73
0.89
0.97
0.97
1.1
1.03
1.22
1.12
1.31
0.96
0.8
1.08
0.82
0.82
1.12
0.8
0.59
0.56

CV
0.18
0.32
0.17
0.21
0.27
0.29
0.29
0.33
0.31
0.37
0.36
0.44
0.33
0.27
0.39
0.32
0.32
0.43
0.41
0.34
0.46

R4
R9
R8
R2
R7
R10
R11
R6
R3
R1
R5

City
Public Investments
Cities Capacity
Data availability
Mobility Planning
Transparency & Accountability
Culture
Industry Diversity
Science & Education
Laison
Inter-departmental coordination
Openness

Mean
16.52%
13.67%
12.24%
11.66%
9.50%
7.52%
6.32%
6.28%
5.98%
5.70%
4.61%

At a further step, the score of the different Innovative UM elements and sub-elements was
calculated for each city by aggregating the responses to the questions of the same UM
elements. The mean response and the standard deviation (STD) of each element and subelement were calculated. Finally, a column with the critical score of each element and subelement was added by the subtraction of the mean and standard deviation.
Table 12: Descriptive statistics of the elements of the Innovative UM ecosystem

City Elements

Mean

Innovative Governance & Growth
Climate and City Typology
Smart & Easily accessible
Smart & Innovative Resources and Infra available
Innovative People & Stakeholders

3.34
3.74
2.96
2.47
3.00
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Standard
Deviation
0.97
1.03
1.18
0.79
1.14

Lower
Threshold
2.37
2.71
1.79
1.68
1.86
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Figure 10 mentioned before clearly show the strong and weak points of the 1st and 2nd layer
cities and where the action is needed. The cities showed very high levels of cooperation and
Laison with external stakeholders. The majority mobilize the local stakeholders upon specific
issues while some schedule also 6-month meetings among industry and public administration
for defining a solution to a specific problem or assessing a specific measure. In general, both
1st and 2nd layer cities were magnets for universities, research institutes tech companies, startups and spin-offs. In general, a shift towards greener modes of transport and new mobility
services are noticed while the cities either have a SUMP plan already in place or even already
monitor the SUMP implementation impact. In terms of city logistics planning the figures are not
very positive. Poor SULP activities are noticed, while a significant lack of available data is
noticed which also describes the poor performance in data-driven policy-making. The following
table (Table 13) reveals the UM elements which seem to be problematic for cities.

Innovative Governance
& Growth
Climate and City
Typology
Smart & Easily
accessible
Smart & Innovative
Resources and Infra
available
Innovative People &
Stakeholders

Arad

Kalisz

Transport for
West Midlands

Tel Aviv

Almada

Gothenburg

Budapest

Ioannina

Valencia

Hertogenbosch

Padua

Région Île-deFrance

Minneapolis

Element

Mechelen

Table 13: Weak points of the Innovative UM ecosystem elements of 1 st and 2nd layer SPROUT cities

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
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While Table 14 reveals the Innovation Readiness sub-elements which seem to be problematic
for cities.

R2
R3
R4

Climate
and City
Typology
Smart &
Easily
accessible
Smart &
Innovative
Resources
and Infra
available
Innovative
People &
Stakeholde
rs

R5
R6

R7

R8
R9

Cities
Capacity

R10

Culture

R11

Arad

x

Kalisz

x

Transport for West Midlands

Gothenburg

Budapest

Ioannina

Valencia

Hertogenbosch

Tel Aviv

Innovative
Governanc
e & Growth

Interdepartmental
coordination
Mobility
Planning
Laison
Public
Investments
Openness
Science &
Education
Transparenc
y&
Accountabilit
y
Data
availability

Almada

R1

Padua

Sub-element

Mechelen

Element

Minneapolis
Région Île-de-France

Table 14: Weak points of the Innovation Readiness sub-elements of the Innovative UM ecosystem of 1st and
2nd layer SPROUT cities

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

Industry
Diversity

x

x

It is important to be mentioned that this is a preliminary analysis of addressing the weak
elements and sub-elements of the different innovative urban mobility ecosystems (1st and 2nd
layer cities). A detailed analysis of each city’s weaknesses will be implemented in Task 6.2.
using machine learning algorithms.
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6. Evaluation of a measure/policy response
6.1. Methodology
As mentioned in the General Methodology section (Chapter 3), this chapter aims to
dynamically measure (qualitatively and quantitively) the impact of an innovative policy
response on the urban mobility system of the 1st layer SPROUT cities by following the system’s
dynamics approach. Towards this aim, the system dynamics methodology is used which is
comprised of 2 main methodological steps. The 1st step corresponds to the systems mapping
by following a system thinking approach and analysing qualitatively how the mobility system
of each 1st layer SPROUT city behaves. The 2nd step corresponds to the model run with the
use of the data available and the estimation quantitatively of the dynamic effect of a new
mobility solution or a policy action on the system’s main variables.

6.1.1. Step 1: Systems mapping through Causal Loop Diagrams
For identifying the quantitative interrelations among the system elements and showing how the
system behaves dynamically, taking also into consideration the implementation of an external
action (e.g., policy measure/policy response), system thinking theory has been applied and
Causal Loop Diagrams were used as visualization and system mapping tools. The role of this
kind of diagram is to map and visualize all the different interrelations and connections between
the variables of a system. To be more specific, a CLD mainly consists of variables (e.g.,
Population), connections (certain-solid line and uncertain-dashed line), polarities (±), delays
(||) and loops. Afterwards, Figure 11 represents an indicative Causal Loop Diagram.

Figure 11. Example of a Causal Loop Diagram

Methodology to build a Causal Loop Diagram
1. Identification of system variables:
• Expressing the liveability sub-elements identified in Chapter 4, in KPIs.
• Enriching this list with additional KPIs (WP2, SUMIs and auxiliary-where needed),
• Link these PIs with the measure implemented in each 1st layer city and the
stakeholder objectives,
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2. Identification of the relations and the feedback loops between system variables and
assignment of the polarity between them
3. Define the decision actions (policy measure/policy response) to be assessed with the
model
4. Cluster the outcomes of the model into specific sub-models (1) economic; 2)
environmental; 3) social; 4) mobility and 5) urban policy)
Then, Table 15 contains all the different policy responses each 1st layer SPROUT city selected
and highlights the use case that will be studied in Task 5.2 (Navarro et al., 2022, Mazzarino et
al., 2022, Ł-ILiM 2022, David et al., 2022, Technion 2022). A short description of the use cases
that each city selected is included in Annex G. It is important to mention that the selection of
the use cases was implemented based on two main criteria:
• Each use case to be unique and exclude similar or duplicate use cases and
• Cover both freight and passenger mobility

Table 15: The alternative policy responses of each Use Case of 1 st layer SPROUT cities

Alternative Policy response

City

Establishment of low emission zones
Building protected and well-maintained bike lanes

UC1 Improvement of the existing bike network by connecting with interurban bike lanes

Valencia

as well as with urban intermodal modes
Sustainable public transport: subsidies and promotional campaigns
Provision of mobility hubs to enhance connectivity and multimodality
Establishing loading and unloading zones as close as possible to intermodal hubs

UC2 Legal mechanism to include clauses on data sharing privacy policies
Establishing public-private collaboration mechanisms to facilitate the adoption of
measures to improve sustainability in cities
Construction of protected and well-maintained bicycle lanes and main lines

Budapest

UC1

Establishment of low emission zones (emission-based recovery restrictions)
Resolving legal issues related to the regulation of market-based services
Tools used to strengthen the link between the public and private sectors
Advantages of active transport over individual motorized transport
Provision of leisure activities, green surfaces, street furniture

UC2 Measures are taken to give priority to public transport

Padua

Definition of measures and guidelines for transport in favour of certain modes of
transport
Integration of NEXT with Local Public Transport and development of modal shift
Development of innovative solutions as support for logistic operators
UC1 New function/office dedicated to the development and management of freight
logistics and Local Public Transport
Set-up of specific procurement procedures for innovative mobility solution
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City

Tel Aviv

UC1

UC2

Kalisz

UC3

UC1

Alternative Policy response
Legal mechanism to include clauses on data sharing privacy policies/ Set
agreements for data
Support cooperation with data providers from the private sector to enhance data
quality by supporting data fusion from multiple resources
Provide clear measures for traffic data quality based on the application (traffic
management, planning, etc.)
Define the data collection devices' maintenance policy (for example quick repair of
identified damaged devices and periodic inspections)
Application of techniques for stakeholder involvement in the decision-making
process
Adoption of a structured methodological approach to mediate and prioritize
competing needs and conflict resolution between road users/stakeholder needs
Define measures and guidelines for transportation planners to prioritize transport
modes
Building protected and well-maintained bike lanes/ Construction of protected and
well-maintained bicycle lanes and main lines/ Provision of adequate and safe
public space for pedestrians and cyclists, consisting of wide, shaded sidewalks
with urban furniture and protected bike lanes
Develop and apply a methodological approach to integrate vulnerable road users’
priority strategies in the traffic signal logic
Apply for green extension only when required e.g., late crossing start by the
vulnerable road use
Grant local authorities the option to examine and apply pilots for innovative traffic
signals methodologies (such as novel detectors)
Political commitment to prioritize vulnerable road users’ safety at signalized
intersections
Adapted regulations for smart bays, with private cars able to park on them during
dedicated hours and/or days (like at weekends)
Environmental criteria in public delivery contracts (bike delivery, e-vehicles, etc.)
Provision of inner-city micro-consolidation centres
Weight and/or size restrictions for delivery vehicles

6.1.2. Step 2: Model run and Assessment by following a cost-based approach
Following the outcomes of the system’s mapping (Section 6.2), the second methodological
step comes to run the model quantitatively by taking into consideration the available data
sources. The main aim of this step is to provide concrete estimations on the dynamic effect of
a specific policy action or measure on the urban mobility environment. Towards this aim, a
cost-based approach was followed through which the variables of the system are expressed
in costs by using the functions identified in SPROUT’s Evaluation Framework (Task 4.1 – “Pilot
evaluation framework”).
The main outcome of this analysis is the calculation of the costs generated to each 1 st
layers cities’ sustainability area (economy, environment, community and the mobility)
by the tested measure and a chosen set of policy responses and cross-compare those
with the future mobility states estimated in do-nothing scenarios, developed in Task 3.2.
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The process that was followed for calculating the costs per each potential future state is
summarized in Figure 12. More specifically, firstly it was important to collect all the necessary
information which would be used as input in our model. The two main variables that are needed
as input in the model are the kilometres driven and the mode choice. For this to be achieved,
specific estimations and correlations (Annex E) have been implemented while additional input
was requested also to the 1st layer SPROUT cities (Annex D). After that, the model runs and
calculates the costs that are generated for the whole system and the four main sustainability
sub-models: Economy, Environment, Society/Community. The model runs for four cases:
1. In case the city doesn’t implement any action in the meantime and the modal split expects
to change based on the 1st do nothing scenario (S1) developed in Task 3.2 (Annex F).
2. In case the city doesn’t implement any action in the meantime and the modal split expects
to change based on the 2nd do nothing scenario (S2) developed in Task 3.2 (Annex F).
3. In case the city doesn’t implement any action in the meantime and the modal split expects
to change based on the 3rd do nothing scenario (S3) developed in Task 3.2 (Annex F).
4. In case the city implements a specific measure and set of policies (do-something
scenario). The modal split and kilometres driven are estimated following participatory
approaches (Annex D).
Finally, a city authority will be able to identify the total costs that will be generated to the system
by a specific action (or no action) as well as the possible costs that can be saved by comparing
the different versions of future states.

Figure 12. The framework of the cost-based analysis
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6.1.2.1. Inputs for the model: Identifying the current situation and making some estimations
on its future state for specific PIs.
Assumptions and correlations to estimate initial values
Initially, it was important to estimate the current situation in order to assess what will happen
in case of a do-nothing scenario (do no policy-response). The data collected in WP2 helped
us understand the current situation of the 1st layer Cities however, we were still missing some
crucial variables. More specifically, the cost-based analysis that is followed requires as input
two main variables: the total passenger and total freight kilometres driven and the mode
choice. This information was not available by the project and for this reason, we needed to
make some assumptions for estimating those. The assumptions/correlations which led to the
calculation of the total kilometres driven are presented in Annex E. The analysis was based on
an extended literature review and official Eurostat data and predictive and correlation
techniques were used. The outcomes of the analysis were i) the current values of the total
kilometres driven by passengers and freight and ii) the prediction of the effect of specific macrofactors (e.g., population, the density of city) on each of the above mentioned two variables in
a specific time horizon.
Total Passenger Kilometers driven
Figure 13 presents the calculation of the total passenger kilometres driven which is based on
two main correlations (Eurostat, 2021).
•

•

The correlation between the commuting distance and the size of the metropolitan area.
This correlation was used in order to estimate the average commuting distance of the 1st
layer SPROUT cities that haven’t been provided during the data collection process in WP2.
The correlation between the population density of a country and the share of
commuting distance per the total distance driven per person.

Figure 13. The framework of estimating daily Passenger kilometres driven
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Average passenger kilometres per person per day
The last column of Table 16 contains the estimation of the daily passenger kilometres per
person at each 1st layer SPROUT city.
Table 16: The estimated daily passenger kilometres per person

Population density of a
country
inh/km2
Padua
203
Kalisz
124
Valencia 94
Tel Aviv
400
Budapest 107
City

Size of the
metropolitan area
km2
2300
1472
1398
1516
7626

SCD CD PKD
%
33
38
39
23
38

km
16
5
5
8
43

km
48
13
12
35
112

Total Freight Kilometers driven
The data collected from the study of Paffumi et al., (2018) was used to estimate the total freight
kilometres per day. This estimation was split into two parts, in the first part, the fleet size of a
city was correlated with the population and in the second part, the average daily freight
kilometres driven per vehicle were correlated with the metropolitan size of a city.

Figure 14. The framework of estimating daily Freight kilometres driven

Average freight kilometres per person per day
The last column of Table 17 contains the estimation of the daily passenger kilometres per
vehicle and the total fleet of each 1st layer SPROUT city.
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Table 17: The estimated daily freight kilometres per person

Size of the
metropolitan area
km2
Padua
2300
Kalisz
1472
Valencia 1398
Tel Aviv
1516
Budapest 7626
City

Population FKDv3 FS4
inh5
210000
100975
791413
443900
1749734

km
84
72
71
73
163

vehs
148987
138040
223822
175492
437762

Additional Input to address the current situation of the cities
As it was already mentioned, the main input required in terms of data for the model to run is
the values for the current situation of the PIs: kilometres driven (passenger and freight) and
the modal split. In WP2, Task 2.1. collected this information for the majority of the cities. For
the cases, where information was still missing, those 1st layer cities were asked to provide
estimations and clarifications for these specific PIs. Analytically, the survey that was sent to
cities to receive the necessary information can be found in Annex D.
Additional Input to address the future situation of the cities
Besides the estimations on the current situation of those PIs, the model requires also inputting
the future state of those two main variables. For this reason, the cities were asked to declare
the level of increase or decrease they expect in these two variables by taking into consideration
that the SPROUT measure will be scaled up and the city will take action by implementing the
policy responses chosen. In Annex D the reader may find the survey that was distributed to
the cities.
6.1.2.2. Model design & run
Quantitative approach – The Cost Function of different KPIs
The goal of this step of the analysis was the calculation of the costs generated to the system
in case the city doesn’t take any action (do nothing scenarios) and in case the city implements
the measure together with a specific policy response. The do-nothing scenarios were obtained
by Task 3.2 (Halatsis et al. 2021).
As it is mentioned before, the input data of the model was used for the estimation of the total
passenger and freight kilometres per year based on the modal split, the population and the
total (passenger and freight) kilometres driven by the different modes per day. As a next step,
the annual passenger and freight kilometres driven in the city were converted into costs, using
the cost functions (Table 18 and Table 19) that were obtained from the output of SPROUT
T4.1 (Royo et al., 2021).

3

Average freight kilometers driven per day per vehicle
Fleet size
5 inh: inhabitants
4
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Table 18: The cost function of different environmental and social KPIs of different modes

Cost
Climate Change
GHG emissions
Air Pollution
Noise
Accidents
Delay

Car
€/pkm
1.18
0.38
0.71
0.60
4.50
11.00

e-Car
€/pkm
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.50
11.00

Motorcycle
€/pkm
0.47
0.17
0.76
0.40
1.00
1.80

PT
€/pkm
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.80

e-PT
€/pkm
3.98
1.15
4.68
1.60
6.00
39.60

Freight
€/pkm
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.00
39.60

e- Freight
€/pkm
1.18
0.38
0.71
0.60
4.50
11.00

Table 19: The cost function of different environmental and social KPIs of different active modes

Cost
Climate Change
GHG emissions
Air Pollution
Noise
Accidents
Delay

Active modes
Bike
e-Bike
€/pkm
€/pkm
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.60
10.60
0.00
0.00

Scooter
€/pkm
0.00
0.16
0.00
1.00
10.60
0.00

The main output of the model is the calculation of costs (until 2030) generated to the system's
main sustainability areas by taking into account two cases: i) city doesn’t take any action (in 3
do-nothing scenarios) ii) city implements the measure and supporting it with a set of policies
(WP4). The final PIs that were taken as output were the following:
•
•
•

Environment: Air quality costs, CO2 emission costs, Greenhouse emission costs and Noise
costs
Society: Accidents costs
Economy: Traffic costs (Deadweight costs and delay costs) and fuel consumption

6.2. Results
6.2.1. Valencia (Spain)
6.2.1.1. System Mapping and Qualitative Analysis
City’s actions: Valencia’s Use Case concerns the provision of parking for private bikes in
intermodal nodes. The policy responses selected to be implemented by the city for supporting
the penetration levels of this measure are:
•
•

Policy 1: Investment in Bike parking infrastructure in intermodal nodes and
Policy 2: Investment in protected and well-maintained bike lanes/infrastructure.

Additional policies which were considered by the city are:
i) Establishment of low emission zones
ii) Sustainable public transport: subsidies and promotional campaigns
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City’s main goals: Increasing the PT use and active modes; Multimodal integration of the
existing transportation system
Description of Causal Loop Diagram: The core variable of Valencia’s model is the final mode
choice by the active population. The main macroscopic factors that affect the mobility system
are on the one hand the population and the active population rate which determines the
transport demand and the total trips driven and 2) the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) which
affects the household income and consequently affects the mode choice since increases the
possibility for owning a private mode (car, motorcycle ownership rate) as well as may increase
the affordability towards public transportation modes. Another external factor/variable that
affects the shift towards more active modes is the general sustainability awareness of the
citizens while existing infrastructure such as the density of cycling lanes as well as multimodal
integration is expected to affect positively the use of active modes and consequence the total
kilometres driven by active modes. In general, the establishment of bike infrastructure expects
to influence the shift toward the cycling mode and the use of public transportation. It is not
clear though how will change the behaviour of the already existing PT passengers. Thus, in
general, an increase in the kilometres driven by PT and by active means is expected and a
slight decrease in the kilometres driven by private means. The chosen policy for investing in
protected and well-maintained bike lanes, shows clearly that will affect positively the
acceptance of the measure while will result in a safer and more active transportation system.
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Figure 15. Causal Loop Diagram of the Use Case 1 in Valencia
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Main Key Performance Indicators: a city might need for understanding If this mobility
innovation is suitable for its mobility system.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macroscopic data for the city (GDP and Population)
The attractiveness of Public Transport (PT cost/private mode cost)
Modal split (% of use per mode)
Total Passenger kilometres per type of vehicle
Level of Multimodal Integration (i.e., the average distance in meters from metro stations to
the three nearest bus stops as well as to other modes of transport; level of prices alignment
among PT services; availability of MaaS)
Existing Infrastructure for micro-mobility and active modes (number of bike parking
infrastructures available near intermodal nodes)

6.2.1.2. Quantitative analysis - Cost-based analysis
Input data
Table 20 presents the values of the two main variables (kilometres driven and modal split) that
were used as input in the model for the current situation 2020 and four different future states
(do nothing scenarios developed in T3.2. & do something scenario where Valencia scales-up
the measure and implements a set of policies).
Table 20: The input data of the cost-based analysis for Valencia

PIs
Car
PT
Cycling
Walking
Other

CS
41.3%
13.6%
2.4%
40.9%
1.8%

DN S1
40.3%
14.6%
2.6%
44.0%
0.0%

Car
e-Car

98.6%
1.4%

98.6%
1.4%

Total Passenger Kilometres
Population Growth rate

-2.5%

DN S2
40.3%
15.3%
2.6%
45.0%
0.0%

DN S3
40.3%
16.3%
2.7%
45.0%
0.0%

PR
24.0%
20.0%
5.0%
49.0%
2.0%
98.0%
2.0%

-2.5%

7.5%

5.0%

0.60%

Output
Two kinds of results were presented below:
1. The first is the total cost generated to the urban mobility system considering the do-nothing
scenarios and the implementation of the measure and a set of policy responses (dosomething scenario).
2. Then, the cost of each scenario was compared with the cost of the do-something scenario
and the second outcome was the savings (aforementioned comparisons) in the level of
system, sub-models and PIs.
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Total costs generated to the system in each version of the future state
The following figure contains the cost of each scenario and the average cost of the 3 do-nothing
scenarios (yellow line). The costs of the do-something scenario led the system to reduce
significantly its costs, in contrast to the other three scenarios (where the cost was increasing).

Figure 16: The total costs of each scenario and the average cost in the case of Valencia

Total savings generated to the system in each version of the future state
Considering the three different sub-models, the biggest savings can be found in the
economical sub-model since the reduction of the kilometres driven led to big savings in the
traffic and congestion costs.

Figure 17: The savings of the different sub-models
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When it comes to the costs that can be saved per PI, the savings can be seen in the following
diagrams.

Figure 18: The savings of the KPIs of the environmental sub-model

Figure 19: The savings of the KPIs of the social sub-model
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Figure 20: The savings of the KPIs of the economical sub-model

It can be seen that this set of measures had a major impact on the economical sub-model and
more specifically on the traffic KPI. Finally, the total savings of each scenario were calculated
and are presented in the following table.
Table 21: Total savings estimated for Valencia by 2030

Savings
Environmental
Community
Economical
Total

S1
23,925,290 €
20,394,770 €
107,889,045 €
152,209,106 €

S2
23,925,290 €
20,763,611 €
107,889,045 €
152,577,946 €

S3
30,703,121 €
33,748,506 €
138,786,421 €
203,238,047 €

6.2.2. Padua (Italy)
6.2.2.1. System Mapping and Qualitative Analysis
City’s actions: Padua’s Use Case concerns the building of a modular electric self-driving pod
for mixed freight/passenger transport. The policy response selected to be implemented is:
•

Policy 1: Integration of NEXT with local Public Transportation

Additional policies which were considered by the city are:
i) Development of innovative solutions as support for logistic operators,
ii) New function/office dedicated to the development and management of freight logistics and
Local Public Transport and
iii) Set-up specific procurement procedures for innovative mobility solution
City’s main goals: Traffic reduction, Decrease in air pollution and Very last-mile accessibility
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Description of Causal Loop Diagram: Padua’s model is distinguished into two main parts:
the passenger trips generated and their choice towards the use of public transportation for the
zones that will be covered by the new e-PT system (NEXT) which is tested and 2) the freight
demand generated to these specific zones which could be covered by the new cargo hitching
service provided by the e-PT service. In the case of Valencia, the main macroscopic factors
that affect the mode chosen by the passengers are the population on the one hand which
shows the active population rate and the general demand and GDP which affects the
household income and favours the choice of private modes instead of public transportation.
Following the integration of the prototype to the local publication system of the city, which is
also one of the chosen policy responses by the city, means that part of the current share of
passengers that use public transportation will shift towards this new solution while additional
demand could be created by taking into consideration that the total number of PT services will
be increased.
Regarding the freight transportation. The flows are affected by the general demand generated
by the citizens for home deliveries and by the commercial shops located there. So, an
important variable of the system is to measure the average quantity of freight demand attracted
by each zone and the total number of deliveries implemented. Following the implementation
and the scale-up of the measure through its integration into the local PT system, the logistics
providers will also have the option to use the e-PT instead of their conventional fleets and thus
in the model, a shift towards the use of this new service is expected. In conclusion, the scaleup of this measure is expected to result in a shift towards the use of the e-PT service which
will result in 1) an increase in the sustainability efficiency of the transport sector in terms of
environmental performance; 2) an increase in the safety dimension and 3) a decrease in the
general traffic congestion and fuel consumption of the system.
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Figure 21. Causal Loop Diagram of the Use Case 1 in Padua
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Main Key Performance Indicators: that will support urban mobility planning about the
implementation of the tested innovative policy measure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macroscopic data for the city (GDP and Population)
The attractiveness of Public Transport (PT cost/private mode cost)
Modal split (% use per mode)
The average quantity of freight, attracted by the zone under-study
Number of deliveries per business model type (home deliveries, shops)
Total Passenger kilometres per type of vehicle
Total Freight kilometres per type of vehicle

6.2.2.2. Quantitative analysis - Cost-based analysis
Input data
The input data that was used in the model was about both passenger and freight kilometres.
Also, considering that the mobility solution is the development of an electrical pod, the
estimated increment of pod use, after the application of the selected policy responses was
important. The city predicted a significant increment in PT which result in an important
decrease in-car use. Also, the use of bikes was estimated to have a steep increment. Apart
from them, and generally speaking, both the total passenger and freight kilometres were
expected to be reduced by about 5-7%.
Table 22: The input data of the cost-based analysis for Padua

PIs
Car
PT
Cycling
Walking
Other

CS
40.0%
17.0%
17.0%
18.0%
8.0%

DN S1
35.0%
19.1%
18.3%
19.4%
8.3%

Car
e-Car
Freight
e-Freight
PT
e-PT

99.4%
0.6%
99.9%
0.1%
99.0%
1.0%

99.4%
0.6%
99.9%
0.1%
99.0%
1.0%

Total Passenger Kilometers
Total Freight Kilometers
Population Growth

-6.3%
12.5%

DN S2
40.3%
15.3%
2.6%
45.0%
0.0%

DN S3
40.3%
16.3%
2.7%
45.0%
0.0%

PR
28.0%
24.0%
22.0%
18.0%
8.0%
99.0%
1.0%
95.0%
5.0%
80.0%
20.0%

7.5%
7.5%

-7.5%
7.5%

-6.5%
-5.0%

-0.05%

Output
Total costs generated to the system in each version of the future state
The following figure contains the cost of each scenario and the average cost of the 3 do-nothing
scenarios. Also, in this case, the only scenario that leads to a noticeable decrease in the costs
is the do-something scenario. When it comes to the do-nothing, the second one showed the
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worst results while the third one showed a very slow decrease in costs (close to the current
situation).

Figure 22: The total costs of each scenario and the average cost in the case of Padua

Total savings generated to the system in each version of the future state
Also, in this case, the biggest savings can be found for the economical sub-model since the
reduction of the kilometres driven significantly affected the traffic and congestion costs.

Figure 23: The savings of the different sub-models

The following Figures present the savings per PI.
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Figure 24: The savings of the KPIs of the environmental sub-model

Figure 25: The savings of the KPIs of the social sub-model
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Figure 26: The savings of the KPIs of the economical sub-model

It can be seen that the economical sub-model and specifically the traffic costs had the bigger
savings. Finally, the total savings of each scenario were calculated and are presented in the
following table.
Table 23: Total savings estimated for Padua by 2030

Savings
Environmental
Community
Economical
Total

S1
21,417,178 €
5,578,626 €
71,593,731 €
98,589,535 €

S2
22,652,623 €
14,280,849 €
80,110,591 €
117,044,063 €

S3
18,644,201 €
5,401,704 €
61,975,766 €
86,021,671 €

6.2.3. Kalisz (Poland)
6.2.3.1. The Causal Loop Diagram
City’s actions: Kalisz tested the installation of IoT smart parking sensors in specific zones
inside the city centre to facilitate the parking process, and decrease the kilometres driven by
freight vehicles and the traffic congestion created and thus enhancing the sustainability
performance of the city. For supporting the measure’s implementation and expected outcomes,
the city chose one of the most appropriate policy responses:
•

Policy 1: The application of weight and capacity restrictions for entering the zone

Additional policies which were considered by the city are:
i)

Adapted regulations for smart bays, with private cars able to park on them during dedicated
hours and/or days (like at weekends),
ii) Provision of inner-city micro-consolidation centres and
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iii) Environmental criteria in public delivery contracts (bike delivery, e-vehicles, etc.)
City’s main goals: Road safety, Improvement of air quality and Traffic reduction
Description of how the system behaves following the implementation of the measure
and the potential effect of the policy on the mobility system:
The main freight demand generators of the Kalisz are the commercialization shops that are
established in the area. Since in this model, emphasis is mainly given to the freight flows, we
didn’t include in the model the passenger flows created due to shopping reasons. However,
the main macroscopic drivers that affect this general demand for the shops, as well as the total
number of shops that are established in the area, are the population, the GDP and Tourism
which constitute 3 of the main variables of the system. The population can be further expressed
in the auxiliary variables: household size, no of households, and household spending while
GDP affects households’ disposable income.
The total number of commercial shops established in the area affects towards the same
direction the total no of deliveries per zone per week which depends also on the average
quantity of freight attracted by the zone / the average goods delivery volume requested, the
order frequency and the vehicle average capacity.
A potential increase in the no of deliveries will result also in an increase in the general demand
for parking while the average dwell time depends on the no of personnel for loading/unloading
and the average cargo volume per delivery. When the city, installs the IoT for parking spaces,
creates dedicated parking places for freight vehicles and allows the vehicle owner to schedule
its delivery process and book in advance a parking slot for a specific period. This means, lower
kilometres driven for searching for parking and time spent searching for parking, lower traffic
congestion and fewer illegal loading /unloading activities on the streets. Lower kilometres
driven and lower traffic congestion will lead to lower accidents, noise, GHG emissions and fuel
costs. A slight increase in the parking costs for LSPs will be noticed taken that before the
measure they didn’t pay for a slot but in total, a general decrease in the transportation costs is
expected.
The implementation of the policy response though may have contradictory outcomes to the
system’s total efficiency and effectiveness. On the one hand, the weight restrictions will
decrease the average cargo volume per delivery and consequently, the average dwell time but
on the other hand, this may lead to an increase in the total number of deliveries taken than the
average quantity of freight attracted by zone will not be affected.
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Figure 27. Causal Loop Diagram of the Use Case 1 in Kalisz
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Main Key Performance Indicators: that will support urban mobility planning about the
implementation of the tested innovative policy measure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macroscopic data for the city (GDP, Population and Tourism)
No commercial establishments
No deliveries per zone per week
Avg. cargo volume per delivery
Total freight kilometres per type of vehicle (e-LCVs, LCVs)
Parking availability & demand (% of parking spaces for freight)

6.2.3.2. Quantitative analysis - Cost-based analysis
Input data
The following table contains the modal split and total kilometres driven change in 2030
following the do-nothing and policy response scenarios.
Table 24: The input data of the cost-based analysis for Kalisz

PIs

CS

Car
PT
Cycling
Walking
Other

37.0%
32.0%
12.0%
16.0%
3.0%

DN
S1
34.2%
36.0%
13.5%
18.0%
0.0%

Freight
e-Freight

90.0%
10.0%

90.0%
10.0%

Total Freight Kilometers
Population Growth

2.5%

DN
S2
37.0%
32.0%
12.0%
16.4%
2.6%

DN
S3
34.2%
36.0%
13.5%
18.0%
0.0%

PR
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
70.0%
30.0%

0.0%

7.5%

-14.0%

-1.70%

Output
Total costs generated to the system in each version of the future state
Figure 28 contains the costs of each do nothing and do something scenario and shows that
only the do something scenario presents a decrease in the generated costs until 2030. The
worst results were calculated for the 3rd do-nothing scenario and the best results were
calculated for the 2nd do-nothing scenario.
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Figure 28: The total costs of each scenario and the average cost in the case of Kalisz

Total savings generated to the system in each version of the future state
Similar to the previous cases, again the economic sub-model seems to be most positively
affected by this set of actions while the community sub-model is the least. The explanation for
these Figures lies again in the reduction of the total freight kilometres driven which significantly
affects the traffic costs.

Figure 29: The savings of the different sub-models

The following figures show how each PI is affected separately. Traffic costs are the first in
savings and the air quality costs follow.
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Figure 30: The savings of the KPIs of the environmental sub-model

Figure 31: The savings of the KPIs of the social sub-model
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Figure 32: The savings of the KPIs of the economical sub-model

Table 25 contains the savings per each scenario and each sustainability model. It is clear that
the savings of the economical sub-model are significantly higher in all cases.
Table 25: Total savings estimated for Kalisz by 2030

Savings
Environmental
Community
Economical
Total

S1
6,654,855 €
1,801,607 €
13,932,430 €
22,388,892 €

S2
6,187,666 €
1,528,636 €
11,821,455 €
19,537,758 €

S3
7,589,234 €
2,347,549 €
18,154,378 €
28,091,161 €

6.2.4. Budapest (Hungary)
6.2.4.1. The Causal Loop Diagram
City’s actions: Budapest’s Use Case 1 was about the Relocating public space reducing
capacity for cars & increasing pedestrian and cycling zones. The general goal of the city was
the modal shift to active modes (walking, bike, micro-mobility) instead of the use of cars. The
selected policy response is:
•

Policy 1: Construction of protected and well-maintained bicycle lanes and main lines

Additional policies which were considered by the city are:
i) Establishment of low emission zones (emission-based recovery restrictions),
ii) Resolving legal issues related to the regulation of market-based services and
iii) Tools used to strengthen the link between the public and private sectors
City’s main goals: Support shared mobility, Modal Shift, Road safety and traffic reduction
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Description of Causal Loop Diagram: Like Valencia's case, Budapest aims to shift the
passenger flows towards micro-mobility means through the provision of micro-mobility points
as well as towards public transportation in general through the implementation of measures
for supporting it. So, again here, the main macroscopic factors that affect the mobility system
and the mode choice are the active population and the GDP. The commuting time and distance
to work are also the most important variables that affect the choice of more active modes. But
in general, the establishment of micro-mobility points expects to shift some flows implemented
either by private means or by walking towards this new solution. However, it is not clear the
level of this shift in order to estimate the general effect on the system. The provision of
additional measures for supporting public transportation though will increase the attractiveness
of the PT so a shift also towards this mean will be expected. In conclusion, both measures
expect to have positive impacts on the general environment, society and the economy.
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Figure 33. Causal Loop Diagram of the Use Case 1 in Kalisz
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Main Key Performance Indicators: that will support urban mobility planning about the
implementation of the tested innovative policy measure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macroscopic data for the city (GDP and Population)
Average commuting distance
The attractiveness of Public Transport (PT cost/ cost of private mode)
Modal split (%)
Existing infrastructure available for active transportation (bike lanes density, no of micromobility points, pedestrian lanes)
Level of safety of active transportation modes and micro-mobility (i.e. % of accessible bike
& pedestrian lanes, appropriate road safety regulations available for micro-mobility e.tc.))
Total Passenger kilometres by vehicle type
Level of Sustainability awareness and user’s perception towards micro-mobility services
(qualitative)

6.2.4.2. Quantitative analysis - Cost-based analysis
Input data
The following table contains the modal split and total kilometres driven change in 2030
following the do-nothing and policy response scenarios.
Table 26: The input data of the cost-based analysis for Budapest

PIs
Car
PT
Cycling
Walking
Other

CS
35.0%
47.0%
1.0%
16.0%
1.0%

DN S1
-2.5%
7.5%
12.5%
7.5%
12.5%

Car
e-Car

99.0%
1.0%

99.0%
1.0%

Total Passenger Kilometres

0.0%

-12.5%

Population Growth

0.01%

DN S2
34.1%
50.5%
1.1%
17.2%
0.0%

DN S3
20.0%
50.0%
9.0%
20.0%
1.0%

PR
35.0%
47.0%
1.0%
16.0%
1.0%
75.0%
25.0%

12.5%

2.5%

-5.0%

Output
Total costs generated to the system in each version of the future state
The next figure (Figure 34) shows the development of the costs calculated for the Use Case 1
of Budapest in all four different scenarios (3 do-nothings and 1 do-something). The yellow line
represents the results of the average costs of the 3 do-nothing scenarios. The do-something
scenario led the system to the lowest costs (by 2030) and the average cost of 3 do-nothing
scenarios shows no change at all.
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Figure 34: The total costs of each scenario and the average cost in the case of Budapest

Total savings generated to the system in each version of the future state
According to the next figure (Figure 35), the economical sub-model had the larger savings
while the community sub-model suffers showed clear expenditures (negative savings). The
reason behind these expenditures lies in the great increase in the use of micro-mobility and
active modes which is expected to result to more accidents and thus greater community costs
(considering the cost functions of Table 18 and Table 19).

Figure 35: The savings of the different sub-models

When it comes to the lower level, the saving of the different PIs can be found in the following
diagrams.
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Figure 36: The savings of the KPIs of the environmental sub-model

Figure 37: The savings of the KPIs of the social sub-model
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Figure 38: The savings of the KPIs of the economical sub-model

The total savings of the different sub-models in all different scenarios can be found in the
following table (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.). Considering the total costs,
the do-something scenario led to total savings in all three cases. When it comes to the submodels level, the results showed expenditures in the case of the 1st and 3rd scenarios.
Table 27: Total savings estimated for Budapest by 2030

Savings
Environmental
Community
Economical
Total

S1
94,941,015 €
-158,787,222 €
264,537,330 €
200,691,123 €

S2
205,156,149 €
21,155,899 €
763,057,527 €
989,369,575 €

S3
161,424,295 €
-48,504,788 €
565,257,578 €
678,177,085 €

6.2.5. Tel Aviv (Israel)
6.2.5.1. The Causal Loop Diagram
City’s actions: The second use case of the city of Tel Aviv was about Re-allocating the public
sphere-balance between capacity and liveability in order to promote the use of active modes
and also protect the vulnerable users. The policy response that was selected for the model is
the following:
•

Policy 1: Building protected and well-maintained bike lanes/ Construction of protected and
well-maintained bicycle lanes and main lines/ Provision of adequate and safe public space
for pedestrians and cyclists, consisting of wide, shaded sidewalks with urban furniture and
protected bike-lanes and

Additional policies which were considered by the city are:
i)

Building protected and well-maintained bike lanes/ Construction of protected and wellmaintained bicycle lanes and main lines/ Provision of adequate and safe public space for
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pedestrians and cyclists, consisting of wide, shaded sidewalks with urban furniture and
protected bike lanes,
ii) Adoption of a structured methodological approach to mediate and prioritize competing
needs and conflict resolution between road users/stakeholder needs and
iii) Define measures and guidelines for transportation planners to prioritize transport modes
City’s main goals: Pedestrian safety, Reduction in the number of traffic lights and Level of
public space accessibility
Description of Causal Loop Diagram: Description of the model: Like Budapest and Valencia,
Teal Aviv aims to achieve a shift of the current passenger flows that are implemented by private
means towards more active and greener modes of transport, through the appropriate urban
space allocation. Again here, the model begins with the same two macroscopic factors
(population and GDP) which affect the demand and the mode choice while the average
commuting distance is also one of the main variables that affect the mode choice of the
citizens. This model differentiates from the others in two main aspects: i) addressing the issue
of urban space allocation and ii) highlighting the safety aspect of the provided public transport
services. More specifically, the re-allocation of the public sphere which is tested within the
project means and the increase in the share of public space provided for active modes expects
to create a shift from the private modes towards greener modes but also to create higher traffic
congestion levels which may also affect the general safety of the transportation system. In
general, though, a positive change towards a more efficient and effective transport system is
expected which lower emissions, accidents and costs related to traffic.
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Figure 39. Causal Loop Diagram of the Use Case 2 in Tel Aviv
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Main Key Performance Indicators: that will support urban mobility planning about the
implementation of the tested innovative policy measure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macroscopic data for the city (GDP and Population)
Modal split (%)
Share of urban space per mode (PT, private/shared cars, micro-mobility, pedestrians and
parking)
City’s density
Avg commuting distance
Distance among crosswalks
Total Passenger kilometres per type of vehicle

6.2.5.2. Quantitative analysis - Cost-based analysis
Input data
The following table contains the modal split and total kilometres driven change in 2030
following the do-nothing and policy response scenarios.
Table 28: The input data of the cost-based analysis for Tel Aviv

PIs
Car
PT
Cycling
Walking
Other

CS
34.0%
26.0%
16.0%
17.0%
7.0%

Car
e-Car

99.5% 99.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Total Passenger Kilometers 0.0%
Population Growth

DN S1
-2.5%
12.5%
7.5%
2.5%
2.5%

2.5%

DN S2
33.2%
29.3%
17.2%
17.4%
3.0%

DN S3
25.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
0.0%

PR
34.0%
26.0%
16.0%
17.0%
7.0%
99.5%
0.5%

0.0%

7.5%

0.0%

1.40%

Output
Total costs generated to the system in each version of the future state
The figure below (Figure 40) depicts the development of the total costs generated for each 1st
layer SPROUT city considering the 3 do-nothing scenarios and considering the do-something
scenario selected for the city. In all cases, the total cost of the system increases while the
lowest cost was calculated using the do-something scenario (purple line).
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Figure 40: The total costs of each scenario and the average cost in the case of Tel Aviv

Total savings generated to the system in each version of the future state
Also, in this case, the largest savings were noticed in the economical sub-model which consists
of the traffic and the deadweight costs. The environmental sub-model has the second-largest
savings while expenditures were calculated for the community sub-model.

Figure 41: The savings of the different sub-models

The traffic costs PI has the largest savings which is a result of the modal shift to active and
micro-mobility modes and the population growth. However, the accident costs are increasing
because of this modal shift to green modes since the cost per passenger kilometers of the
community KPIs (accidents, etc) using green modes is higher than cost of the same KPIs of
conventional modes (Table 18 and Table 19).
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Figure 42: The savings of the KPIs of the environmental sub-model

Figure 43: The savings of the KPIs of the social sub-model
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Figure 44: The savings of the KPIs of the economical sub-model

The conclusion of the total savings of the different sub-models and the different scenarios can
be found in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.. The results highlighted that
community is a vulnerable sector of Tel Aviv’s urban mobility ecosystem. The highest savings
can be found in the economical sub-model and the lowest in the environmental.
Table 29: Total savings estimated for Tel Aviv by 2030

Savings
Environmental
Community
Economical
Total

S1
5,804,982 €
-11,718,628 €
26,223,193 €
20,309,547 €

S2
10,408,022 €
-23,605,523 €
47,016,784 €
33,819,283 €
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8. Conclusions
This deliverable presents an integrated urban policy model for understanding the interrelationg
among a mobility system’s main elements and sub-elements, identifying the readiness of the
1st and 2nd layer SPROUT cities in deploying mobility innovations and finally capturing the
dynamic behaviour of a mobility system after the implementation of a set of mobility measures
and policy responses.
The methodology that was followed consists of three main implementation levels:
•

•

•

The first level (Level 1) concerns the identification and definition of the main urban
mobility elements and sub-elements by following an ecosystem-based approach and the
identification of how these elements interrelate with each other.
The second level (Level 2) concerns the development of a self-assessment tool for
assessing the Innovation Readiness status/score of the 1st and 2nd layer SPROUT cities;
the use of this tool to the 1st and 2nd layer cities and finally the identification of their strength
and weak points.
The final level (Level 3) refers to identification of the effect of a set of mobility measure
and policy responses to the urban mobility environment. Towards this aim, systems
mapping approach was initially followed for understanding qualitatively which are the main
components of each system and show the system behaves afterall. After that a quantitative
model (system dynamics model) was developed for identifying with numbers the costs that
are generated to the system following the specific actions chosen by the cities. The final
level of the analysis was implemented only to the 1st layer cities. For each city, one use
case has been chosen together with the set of policies that has been selected by the cities
in WP4. The system’s costs were calculated per each sustainability dimension

In terms of the innovation readiness of the 1st and 2nd layer cities the analysis showed very
high levels of cooperation and Laison with external stakeholders. The majority of the cities
mobilize the local stakeholders frequently upon several issues. In general, both 1st and 2nd
layer cities are magnets for universities, research institutes tech companies, start-ups and
spin-offs. In general, a shift towards greener modes of transport and new mobility services is
noticed while the cities either have a SUMP plan already in place or even already monitor the
SUMP implementation impact. In terms of city logistics planning though the figures are not very
positive. Poor SULP activities are noticed, while a significant lack of available data is noticed
which results to the poor performance in data-driven policy-making. This analysis, revealed in
the end in which areas further policy actions are needed to be implemented by each city in
order for the cities to increase their levels of capability and readiness in deploying mobility
innovations.
In terms of the analysis of the effect of a set of policy actions and a chosen policy meaure to
the urban mobility environment,implemented in the third level of analysis, the results were quite
positive. All the cities, showed a significant level of savings that can be achieved following the
implementation of these actions in at least two out of three sustainability areas, the Economy,
and the Environment. In terms of the Society, in some cases the results didn’t show any
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significant positive change which revealed the need for additional policy actions for
strengthening the safety dimension of the transportation sector.
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Appendix A: List of SUMI indicators
Number

Name

Affordability of public
SUMI01 transport for the poorest
group indicator

Accessibility of public
SUMI02 transport for mobilityimpaired groups indicator

SUMI03

Air pollutant emissions
indicator

SUMI04 Noise hindrance indicator
SUMI05 Road deaths indicator
SUMI06

Access to mobility
services indicator

SUMI07

Greenhouse gas
emissions indicator

SUMI08

Congestion and delays
indicator

SUMI09 Energy efficiency indicator

Description
Share of the poorest quartile of the population's
household budget required to hold public transport
(PT) passes (unlimited monthly travel or equivalent)
in the urban area of residence.
This indicator determines the accessibility of public
transport services to persons with reduced mobility.
Such vulnerability groups include those with visual
and audial impairments and those with physical
restrictions, such as pregnant women, users of
wheelchairs and mobility devices, the elderly,
parents and caregivers using buggies, and people
with temporary injuries.
Air pollutant emissions of all passenger and freight
transport modes (exhaust and non-exhaust for
PM2.5) in the urban area
Hindrance of population by noise generated
through urban transport.
Road deaths by all transport accidents in the urban
area on a yearly basis.
Share of population with appropriate access to
mobility services (public transport).
Well-to-wheels GHG emissions by all urban area
passenger and freight transport modes
Delays in road traffic and in public transport during
peak hours compared to off peak travel (private
road traffic) and optimal public transport travel time
(public transport).
Total energy use by urban transport per passenger
km and tonne km (annual average over all modes).

SUMI10

Opportunity for Active
Mobility indicator

Infrastructure for active mobility, namely walking
and cycling.
An interchange is any place where a traveller can
switch from one mode of travel to another, with a
minimum/ reasonable amount of walking or waiting.
The more modes available at an interchange, the
higher the level of multimodal integration. Note:
This indicator is called "Multimodal integration" and
not "Intermodal integration" as the term
“Intermodality” applies to freight transport (mostly
container transport).

SUMI11

Multimodal integration
indicator

SUMI12

Satisfaction with public
transport indicator

The perceived satisfaction of using public transport.

SUMI13

Traffic safety active
modes indicator

Fatalities of active modes users in traffic accidents
in the city in relation to their exposure to traffic
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SUMI14

Quality of public spaces
indicator

SUMI15

Urban functional diversity
indicator

SUMI16

Commuting travel time
indicator

SUMI17

Mobility space usage
indicator

SUMI18 Security indicator

The perceived satisfaction of public spaces.
Functional diversity refers to a mix of spatial
functions in an area, creating proximity of mutual
interrelated activities.
Duration of commute to and from work or an
educational establishment, using any types of
modes.
Proportion of land use, taken by all city transport
modes, including direct and indirect uses.
The perceived risk of crime and passenger security
in urban transport.
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Appendix B: Assinging weights
Innovation Readiness sub-elements

to

the

The individual results of each SPROUT expert together with the consolidated results are
presented below.

Zaragoza Logistics Center (ZLC)
The responses of ZLC showed that the most important sub-elements are the Culture and the
Science & Education while the highest standard deviation corresponds to Industry Diversity.
On the other hand, the less important sub-element is Transparency & Accountability and
Mobility Planning. The Consistency Ratio of the AHP procedure was about 25%.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

Innovation Readiness sub-element
Inter-departmental coordination
Mobility Planning
Laison
Public Investments
Openness
Science & Education
Transparency & Accountability
Data availability
Cities Capacity
Culture
Industry Diversity

Weights
7.40%
3.20%
9.40%
9.20%
6.20%
19.20%
3.00%
3.50%
7.00%
21.40%
10.50%

STD
5.57%
2.49%
6.77%
8.98%
3.45%
12.64%
2.33%
3.81%
5.31%
11.77%
13.37%

Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB)
For the case of VUB, the analysis showed that Industry Diversity and Data Availability scored
the highest weights while Laison scored the lowest. The standard deviation of the weights is
low (lower than 10%) and the consistency ratio of the responses of VUB was calculated at
9.20%.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

Innovation Readiness sub-element
Inter-departmental coordination
Mobility Planning
Laison
Public Investments
Openness
Science & Education
Transparency & Accountability
Data availability
Cities Capacity
Culture
Industry Diversity
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Weights
4.70%
5.90%
3.90%
5.90%
9.00%
12.50%
10.00%
13.60%
10.50%
8.90%
15.00%

STD
1.92%
3.54%
4.21%
2.44%
3.79%
8.47%
5.20%
7.35%
4.48%
6.48%
5.30%
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Hellenic Institute of Transport (HIT)
For the case of HIT, two SPROUT experts took place in the survey. The weight of the two
experts such as the consolidated results are presented below. According to the results of the
consolidated weights, Public investment and Data Availability were considered the most
important variables and Science & Education were considered the least important. The
consistency ratio of the two SPROUT experts is 6.93% and 20.13% respectively while the
consolidated consistency ratio for CERTH is 6.79% and the Consensus is about 81%.
Innovation Readiness subelement
Inter-departmental
R1
coordination
R2
Mobility Planning
R3
Laison
R4
Public Investments
R5
Openness
Science &
R6
Education
Transparency &
R7
Accountability
R8
Data availability
R9
Cities Capacity
R10 Culture
R11 Industry Diversity

CERTH-1
Weight STD

CERTH-2
Weights
STD

Consolidated
Weights
STD

7.30%

2.34%

4.00%

3.45%

5.64%

2.73%

16.20%
2.80%
26.80%
1.80%

8.25%
1.87%
10.91%
0.78%

9.60%
15.80%
15.10%
3.90%

9.61%
9.19%
5.52%
2.50%

12.37%
6.79%
23.14%
2.89%

6.27%
1.80%
6.93%
1.08%

2.90%

1.90%

3.10%

2.48%

3.18%

1.45%

8.80%

3.29%

3.90%

2.32%

6.51%

1.36%

9.80%
11.80%
7.70%
4.10%

4.96%
5.45%
3.13%
1.52%

21.40%
5.60%
10.10%
7.40%

9.52%
8.29%
11.12%
16.99%

16.85%
7.88%
9.42%
5.33%

8.01%
4.87%
3.56%
4.34%

Wuppertal Institut fuer Klima (WIK)
Similarly to CERTH, two experts of WIK also voted in the survey, thus their individual and
consolidated results were calculated. The consolidated weights of this analysis pointed to Interdepartmental coordination and Industry Diversity as the most important sub-elements and
Mobility Planning as the least important one. It should be noticed that the consolidated weights
of WIK had the lowest fluctuations (lowest standard deviation). The consistency ratio of each
expert was calculated at about 4.5% and 14% while the consolidated was about 4.3%.
Innovation Readiness
sub-element
Inter-departmental
R1
coordination
R2
Mobility Planning
R3
Laison
Public
R4
Investments
R5
Openness
Science &
R6
Education
Transparency &
R7
Accountability
R8
Data availability
R9
Cities Capacity

WIK-1
Weights

STD

WIK-2
Weights

STD

Consolidated
Weights
STD

3.30%

2.02%

6.80%

13.95%

12.07%

9.04%

21.50%
3.00%

9.55%
1.66%

10.60%
2.70%

7.06%
1.81%

6.15%
8.50%

2.33%
2.15%

19.40%

5.55%

22.70%

13.14%

9.36%

1.72%

2.40%

0.76%

2.10%

1.17%

8.04%

2.19%

3.40%

2.23%

2.80%

2.08%

8.59%

3.46%

10.30%

4.59%

13.70%

6.20%

10.33%

2.69%

10.40%
21.50%

3.25%
5.13%

9.60%
23.20%

5.78%
13.16%

8.12%
9.02%

1.95%
2.13%
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Innovation Readiness
sub-element
R10 Culture
R11 Industry Diversity

WIK-1
Weights
2.00%
2.80%

STD
0.90%
1.31%

WIK-2
Weights
1.60%
4.30%

STD
0.87%
3.36%

Consolidated
Weights
STD
8.12%
1.29%
11.70%
7.86%

Cities and regions for transport innovation (POLIS)
The analysis of the responses of POLIS experts highlighted the role of Data Availability and
Cities Capacity as the most important and pointed out Industry diversity as the least valuable.
This consolidated ratio of these experts was calculated to be 25%.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

Innovation Readiness sub-element
Inter-departmental coordination
Mobility Planning
Laison
Public Investments
Openness
Science & Education
Transparency & Accountability
Data availability
Cities Capacity
Culture
Industry Diversity

Weights
5.20%
11.60%
7.90%
9.40%
5.60%
6.60%
12.20%
13.10%
12.90%
10.60%
4.80%

STD
5.14%
6.72%
5.53%
8.47%
5.03%
5.11%
7.94%
9.32%
10.39%
14.43%
8.90%

Consolidated weights
After checking the stability of the responses of the seven (7) different experts, a consolidated
analysis was performed to calculate the final weights of the sub-elements. For the consolidated
analysis, the response of each expert was used as an input (two for CERTH and two for WIK).
The consistency ratio of the consolidated analysis was about 3.45% and the consensus was
calculated to be 62%. Considering that the consistency ratio was lower than 10%, no iteration
was needed.

SPROUT expert
ZLC
VUB
HIT-1
HIT-2
WI-1
WI-2
POLIS
Consolidated

Consistency ratio [%]
25%
9%
7%
20%
5%
14%
25%
3%
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Appendix C: Questionarry for Innovation
Readiness assessment
Innovative Governance & Growth
R1: Inter-departmental coordination
Q1: What is the level of inter-departmental coordination and flexibility in the procurement
process for innovative solutions? (City authority or functional city area may be considered)
1. No extended collaboration! There are no horizontal processes applied in planning &
procurement concerning mobility
2. Multiple departments are involved in decision making for mobility but there are important
gaps and inefficiencies.
3. Supporting innovation taken up in mobility is a recognised priority & the cooperation of
related organizations has started (i.e. intergovernmental partnerships, innovation hubs
were organized emphasizing local innovation capacity for mobility, etc). However, no
practical results yet for innovative mobility in my city.
4. A clear interdepartmental strategy for implementation of innovative mobility policy exists
but its implementation in practice (i.e. achieving generalisation of pilots of solutions
emerging by companies) is limited. Lack of knowledge & tools, legal obstacles &
fragmented market initiatives creates problems.
5. An innovative procurement process is applied, and a dedicated Department or authority is
responsible for coordinating the actors in the speedy adoption and assessment of
innovative solutions. Innovation Scale-up in mobility is already happening in my city.
R2: Mobility Planning
Q2: What is the level of Sustainable mobility Planning & implementation process?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NO SUMP, NO SULP
SUMP is Under development. SULP is not really advanced
SUMP Plan in place and under implementation. Poor SULP activities
Monitoring of SUMP implementation impact. Good SULP measures under assessment
Full Public involvement for SUMP & SULP Linked with available finance & Political support.
Many innovative solutions are part of the applied plan.

R3: Laison
Q3: Does the city follow stakeholders’ engagement practices for the co-creation and co-design
of innovative mobility solutions?
1. No engagement available
2. Multistakeholder platform available but no regular operation more emphasis in innovative
emerging solutions support.
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3. Upon specific issues the stakeholders were (are) mobilized and the solution was found to
the problems.
4. 6-month meetings among industry & public administration for solutions definitions and
measures assessment
5. Citizens' engagement platforms and freight partnerships are available and in operation in
the city
R4: Public Investments
Q4: At what level your city has the competence for fundraising for innovation (PP schemes,
…) What is the level of public investments for smart innovative policy making?
1. Initiatives are low. NO funding is available for innovative policymaking. City capacity is low
in raising funding opportunities
2. The city is participating in networks and initiatives for exploiting smart cities including
mobility dedicated funds with no results until now.
3. City or Regional funding is used for implementing small scale initiatives in mobility
innovation. The city welcomes Private investment in emerging mobility solutions.
4. The city is active in Raising EU and national funds (participating in EU projects, smart cities
mission) for test-bending innovative mobility solutions
5. The city has secured funding for the wide development of integrated ICT & ITS enabled
solutions for mobility. A District-wide infrastructure for smart cities & smart mobility is under
development.

Climate and City Typology
R5: Openness
Q5: What are the level of (inter)national synergies with neutral partners (research institutions,
universities) and other cities and organisations for knowledge transfer (e.g. POLIS, Eurocities,
EIT)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There are no (inter)national synergies with institutes
There are national synergies with institutes and universities
There are national and limited international synergies with institutes and universities
There are national and international synergies with institutes and universities
The city is part of international collaborations and synergies

R6: Science & Education
Q6: Can the city be characterized as a University Town with Research & innovation activities?
1. There are no research institutions (unis, research centres) available. The city’s socioeconomical factors are not affected by the operation of institutions. It is not a university city
2. Small research institutions in the city (e.g. universities/departments with low/medium
reputation)
3. Unis and research institutions in the city (e.g. universities and institutions with high national
reputation) City’s socio-economical factors are affected by the operation of institutions. It
is a university city
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4. Unis and research institutions in the city (e.g. universities and institutions with high national
reputation). Centre for start-ups/spin-offs foundations
5. Institutes with high reputation, Start-up companies, Research centres, Technology parks.
The city's socio-economical factors are dominated by the operation of institutions. It is a
strong university city.
Q7: What are the city’s population's educational level and digital competence?
1. Low Educational level of citizens (International standard classification of education (ISCED
= 0-2)), ageing population and low internet access capacity
2. Young people are well educated and capable of electronic means. However, an important
part of the population is considered disadvantaged in digital services accessibility
3. Medium Educational level of citizens (International standard classification of education
(ISCED = 3-4)). Citizens are sufficiently competent in digital services
4. Population in a full transition towards digital competencies and a good level of digital
competence is already achieved
5. High Educational level of citizens (International standard classification of education (ISCED
= 5-8)) and society fully adapted to the shared and electronic economy model

Smart & Easily accessible
R7: Transparency & Accountability
Q8: What is the level of smartness and transparency of your city's Government processes (etools, e-Governance practices, data transparency)?
1. The government processes are not digitalized yet (no e-governance)
2. Digitalization government processes are under development or limited available (eDocuments, open meetings)
3. Data-centric governance (citizen or user can proactively explore the new possibilities
inherent in strategically collecting and leveraging data)
4. Managed (Fully Digital) (The organization has fully committed to a data-centric approach
to improving government, and the preferred approach to innovation is based on open data
principles)
5. Optimizing governance (smart/innovative) (Digital innovation using open data is embedded
deeply across the entire government, with buy-in and leadership from the top policymakers)
Q9: Is the city's mobility data open-source, safe and easily accessible?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the city's mobility data open-source, safe and easily accessible?
Data is not open and easily accessible
Data is open but not easily accessible
Data are open and easily accessible
Data is open, easily accessible and safe
Data is open, easily accessible and safe and there is a legal framework for ensuring data
privacy

Smart & Innovative Resources and Infra available
R8: Data availability
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Q10: How mature and smart is the data collection for understanding the current situation of a
mobility system for passenger transport (Smart infrastructure, ITS, survey)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No data collection or rare surveys
Traditional methods of collecting data (e.g. survey)
Smart infrastructure for data collection
Observatories of data
City as a living lab (e.g. Digital Twins)

Q11: How mature and smart is the data collection for understanding the current situation of a
mobility system for Freight transport (Smart infrastructure, ITS, survey)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No data collection or rare surveys
Traditional methods of collecting data (e.g. survey)
Smart infrastructure for data collection
Observatories of data
City as a living lab (e.g. Digital Twins)

R9: Cities Capacity
Q12: To what extent is the current passenger transport of the city's policy-making data-based
and evidence-driven?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No data is available & open data framework does not exist
Open data framework accepted
Stakeholders’ cooperation (PPP for data and knowledge exchange)
Observatories with cloud-based data storage Advanced data analysis techniques
Living Labs and/or digital twins available Advanced data analysis techniques Simulation
techniques for testing innovations

Q13: To what extent is the current freight transport of the city's policy-making data-based and
evidence-driven?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No data is available & open data framework does not exist
Open data framework accepted
Stakeholders’ cooperation (PPP for data and knowledge exchange)
Observatories with cloud-based data storage Advanced data analysis techniques
Living Labs and/or digital twins available Advanced data analysis techniques Simulation
techniques for testing innovations

Q14: What is the level of availability of multimodal passenger transport infrastructure &
services offered in the city and which is the level of intelligent Transport & mobility infrastructure
& services?
1. Old Modal transport infrastructure and lack of intermodal infra & services. Technology
penetration in Transport & mobility operation is low.
2. Old Modal transport infrastructure and lack of intermodal infra & services. Electronic
services have been introduced allowing for the integrated use of mobility services.
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3. The infrastructure of traditional modes needs modernization. Emerging new mobility
services (shared electric, micro-mobility) are operating in the city but the physical & digital
Infrastructure for their operation is not sufficient.
4. The city has modern transport & mobility infrastructure and services. There is still a lack of
framework for their integration & lack of capacity for transition to advanced innovation taken
up (ie autonomous automated mobility, multimodal digital mobility services, etc). Digital
infrastructure related to mobility needs further improvement.
5. In my city, the infrastructure & services for innovative mobility are advanced & well
integrated. Digital Multimodal management Services will follow soon. Private and Public
actors’ capacity & collaboration is sufficient for transitioning towards innovation scale-up in
mobility.
Q15: What is the level of availability of multimodal freight transport infrastructure & services
offered in the city and which is the level of intelligent Transport & mobility infrastructure &
services?
1. Old Modal transport infrastructure and lack of intermodal infra & services. Technology
penetration in Transport & mobility operation is low.
2. Old Modal transport infrastructure and lack of intermodal infra & services. Electronic
services have been introduced allowing for the integrated use of mobility services.
3. The infrastructure of traditional modes needs modernization. Emerging new mobility
services (shared electric, micro-mobility) are operating in the city but the physical & digital
Infrastructure for their operation is not sufficient.
4. The city has modern transport & mobility infrastructure and services. There is still a lack of
framework for their integration & lack of capacity for transition to advanced innovation taken
up (i.e. autonomous automated mobility, multimodal digital mobility services, etc). Digital
infrastructure related to mobility needs further improvement.
5. In my city, the infrastructure & services for innovative mobility are advanced & well
integrated. Digital Multimodal management Services will follow soon. Private and Public
actors’ capacity & collaboration is sufficient for transitioning towards innovation scale-up in
mobility.
Q16: Does the city have a skilled workforce on innovative mobility solutions for passenger
transportation?
1. Lack of knowledge & expertise
2. Specific People in the public sector with know-how
3. Team of experts that can be mobilized for guiding innovation taken up in mobility. The city
applies an innovative policy for mobility “based on analogy results" from other cities and
knowledge gained through networks.
4. The city has access to specialized organizations and tools for guiding decision making on
mobility solutions to be adopted, assessing the solution's impact and developing dedicated
policies to strengthen innovation
5. Capacity is sufficient in the city ecosystem (ie operation of capacity building platform with
the stakeholders) and competence is available (ie mobility competence centre) for
innovative mobility policy & solutions taken up.
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Q17: Does the city have a skilled workforce on innovative mobility solutions for freight
transportation?
1. Lack of knowledge & expertise
2. Specific People in the public sector with know-how
3. Team of experts that can be mobilized for guiding innovation taken up in mobility. The city
applies an innovative policy for mobility “based on analogy results" from other cities and
knowledge gained through networks.
4. The city has access to specialized organizations and tools for guiding decision making on
mobility solutions to be adopted, assessing the solution's impact and developing dedicated
policies to strengthen innovation
5. Capacity is sufficient in the city ecosystem (ie operation of capacity building platform with
the stakeholders) and competence is available (ie mobility competence centre) for
innovative mobility policy & solutions taken up.

Innovative People & Stakeholders
R10: Culture
Q18: To what extent are citizens adopting the new sustainable mobility services and the green
modes of transport, (e.g. less car use, more walking, cycling and use of Public Transport)?
1. Car is the dominant mode of transport > 40%. No available New Mobility Solutions (NMS)
~ 0%. There is no noticeable change in active modes use for the past 3 years < 30%. Low
use of green vehicles < 10%
2. Available New Mobility Solutions (NMS). Car is still the dominant mode of transport. There
is a small tendency for active modes use. Increased use of green vehicles ~ 20%
3. Increased use of active modes and New Mobility Solutions (NMS). Car use is decreased.
Green cars are increased
4. Increased use of active modes and New Mobility Solutions (NMS). Car use is decreased.
Green cars are increased
5. Increased use of active modes and New Mobility Solutions (NMS). Conventional cars are
not used ~ 0%. Green cars are increased ~ 100%
Q19: Is the city open to deploying and testing new business models for passenger
transportation? Is the triple helix for innovation applied to smart mobility solutions? (e.g.,
MaaS, Smart Parking, Traffic Management System etc.)?
1. No existing synergies & non-previous experience as a pilot city in national or EU smart
mobility program
2. Rare synergies between companies for urban mobility innovations. Local very small
implementation of collaborative business models in smart mobility
3. Participation in EU funds and/or contribution as a pilot city. Occasional synergies between
companies for urban mobility innovations (no formal cooperation schemes)
4. Clusters between the companies in urban mobility of the city preparing & demonstrating
collaborative business models and smart mobility solutions (MaaS under preparation,
5. Synergies with big innovators, (MaaS implemented, electric shared mobility in the city,
multimodal digital management services in the process, etc). Participation in EU funds
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and/or contribution as a pilot city. Research results are generalized & extended, and
innovation acceleration activities are implemented.
Q20: Is the city open to deploying and testing new business models for freight transportation?
Is the triple helix for innovation applied to smart mobility solutions? (e.g., MaaS, Smart Parking,
Traffic Management System etc.)?
1. No existing synergies & non-previous experience as a pilot city in national or EU smart
mobility program
2. Rare synergies between companies for urban mobility innovations. Local very small
implementation of collaborative business models in smart mobility
3. Participation in EU funds and/or contribution as a pilot city. Occasional synergies between
companies for urban mobility innovations (no formal cooperation schemes)
4. Clusters between the companies in urban mobility of the city preparing & demonstrating
collaborative business models and smart mobility solutions (MaaS under preparation,
5. Synergies with big innovators, (MaaS implemented, electric shared mobility in the city,
multimodal digital management services in the process, etc). Participation in EU funds
and/or contribution as a pilot city. Research results are generalized & extended, and
innovation acceleration activities are implemented.
R11: Industry Diversity
Q21: How rich is the city in terms of the number of big innovators and high-tech start-up
companies?
1. No high-tech companies and start-ups
2. The city has few high-tech companies and no start-ups (e.g., 100 tech companies & <10
start-ups)
3. The city has high-tech companies and start-ups (e.g., 100 tech companies & 100 start-ups)
4. The city has high-tech companies and start-ups (e.g., 400 tech companies & 200 start-ups)
5. The city is a hub for technology and innovation (Big innovators & Start-ups) (e.g., 2.2k tech
companies & 1.6k start-ups)
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Appendix D: Responses of the survey to 1st
layer cities for data fullfillment and estimations
provision
Valencia (Spain)

Use Case 1: Parking for private bicycles into intermodal nodes
Use Case 2: Smart parcel lockers & Micro hubs in metro stations
Current situation of city
Do you know the Population Growth rate of your city?

1

Options:
- Please provide the exact rate or make an estimation.
e.g.: 2.15%
- Add the population count of some years (2-3) (2015:
1234567, 2016: 2345678, 2017: 3456789)
How do you estimate the current share of Car of
your city?

2

Value
0.6%
(2021):800,180
(2020): 801,545
(2019): 795,736

41.300%

e.g.: 45%
If not available, make an estimation
How do you estimate the current share of Public
Trasport (PT) of your city?

3

13.600%

e.g.: 45%
How do you estimate the current share of Bike of
your city?
4

2.400%

e.g.: 45%
If not available, make an estimation
How do you estimate the current share of
Walking of your city?

5

40.900%

e.g.: 45%

6

Modal Split

If not available, make an estimation

yes

yes
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OPTIONAL: Please validate the following statement:
Average Commute Distance (avg km to work and back)
of Valencia: ~5 km

7

8

9

This estimation was based on Eurostat, SPROUT WP2
and your demographics
Other cities corresponded values: Padua: 16 km,
Kalisz: 5 km, Tel Aviv: 8 km
If you agree: Fill "Yes"
Otherwise: Make an estimation
e.g. 7-8 km
How do you estimate the current share of Cars/e-Cars
in your town?
e.g. 65% - 35%
How do you estimate the current share of Freight
/green Freight (e.g. bike, (e-)cargo bike, e-LCVs)
vehicles in your town?

1.4% ecars

0.50%

yes

e.g. 65% - 35%

Future situation of city (2030)
Assuming that the measure will be scaled up and you will
apply some of the selected policy responses, please answer
to the following questions:

UC1: Parking
for private
bicycles into
intermodal
nodes

UC2:
Smart
parcel
lockers &
Micro
hubs in
metro
stations

11

12

13

5
Use positive value for positive impact and
negative value for negative imapact.
e.g.: 15% or -15%
What do you estimate to be the impact of the
measure on the Freight kilometres driven by
2030?
Use positive value for positive impact and
negative value for negative imapact.
e.g.: 15%
Based on your current situation, how do you
estimate the Car share to be by 2030?

Modal Split

10

Kilometers driven

What do you estimate to be the impact of the
measure on the Passenger kilometres driven by
2030?

0

-5%

24.00%

31.50%

20.00%

15.00%

e.g. 25%
Based on your current situation, how do you
estimate the Public Trasport (PT) share to be by
2030?
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e.g. 65%

14

Based on your current situation, how do you
estimate the Bike share to be by 2030?

5.00%

2.50%

49.00%

49.00%

2.00%

2.00%

e.g. 65%
15

16

17

18

Based on your current situation, how do you
estimate the Walking share to be by 2030?
e.g. 65%
Based on your current situation, how do you
estimate the Other share to be by 2030?
e.g. 65%
What do you estimate to be the share of Car/eCar by 2030?
e.g. 65% - 35%
How do you estimate the share of Freight /green
Freight (e.g. bike, (e-)cargo bike, e-LCVs)
vehicles by 2030?

2%

1%

e.g. 65% - 35%
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Padua (Italy)

Use Case: Modular electric self-driving pod for mixed freight/passenger transport

Current situation of city

Value

Do you know the Population Growth rate of your
city?
1

2

3

Options:
- Please provide the exact rate or make an
estimation. e.g.: 2.15%
- Add the population count of some years (2-3)
(2015: 1234567, 2016: 2345678, 2017: 3456789)
How do you estimate the current share of Cars/eCars in your town?
e.g. 65% - 35%
How do you estimate the current share of Freight
/green Freight (e.g. bike, (e-) cargo bike, e-LCVs)
vehicles in your town?

Average current population
growth is -0,05%
(2016: 209,829,
2017: 210,440;
2018: 210,912;
2019: 211,316;
2020: 209,420)
Between 0,5 – 0,8 % (estimation
on total number of circulating
vehicles).
Green freight – just cargo-bike:
negligible, nearly 0,1%.

e.g. 65% - 35%
Future situation of city (2030)
Assuming that the measure will be scaled up and
you will apply some of the selected policy
responses, please answer to the following
questions:
What do you estimate to be the impact
on the Passenger kilometres driven by
2030?

Kilometers driven

4

6

Modal
Split

5

Use positive value for positive impact
and negative value for negative
imapact.
e.g.: 15% or -15%
What do you estimate to be the impact
on the Freight kilometres driven by
2030?
Use positive value for positive impact
and negative value for negative
imapact.
e.g.: 15% or -15%
Your current share of Car is 40%, how
do you estimate to be by 2030?

Value

Positive impact between 5-8%
(the number of public transport
passengers will increase, while
the average travel distance will
decrease).

Similar considerations can be
done for freight, taking in
account that freight won’t ha ve
an estimated risng of the overall
volume (5%).

28

e.g. 65%
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7

8

9

10

11

12

Your current share of Public Transport
(PT) is 17%, how do you estimate to be
by 2030?
e.g. 65%
Your current share of Bike is 17%, how
do you estimate to be by 2030?
e.g. 65%
Your current share of Walking is 18%,
how do you estimate to be by 2030?
e.g. 65%
Your current share of Other is 8%, how
do you estimate to be by 2030?
e.g. 65%
How do you estimate the share of
Freight /green Freight (e.g. bike, (e)cargo bike, e-LCVs) vehicles by 2030?
e.g. 65% - 35%
What do you estimate to be the share
of PT/e-PT (Public Trasport) by 2030?

24

22

18

8

Cargo bike will not change
significantly. Estimation for other
Green freight transport could be
around 5 %.

Between 15-25%.

e.g. 65% - 35%
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Kalisz (Poland)

Use Case: Real-time dynamic management of unloading operations including
planning and booking

Current situation of city
Do you know the Population Growth rate of your city?
1

2

Options:
- Please provide the exact rate or make an estimation. e.g.: 2.15%
- Add the population count of some years (2-3) (2015: 1234567, 2016:
2345678, 2017: 3456789)
How do you estimate the current share of Freight /green Freight (e.g. bike,
(e-)cargo bike, e-LCVs) vehicles in your town?

Value

-1.70%

90/10

e.g. 65% - 35%

3

Kilometers
driven

4

Modal
Split

Future situation of city (2030)
Assuming that the measure will be scaled up and you will apply some of the
selected policy responses, please answer to the following questions:
What do you estimate to be the impact on the Freight kilometres
driven by 2030?
Use positive value for positive impact and negative value for
negative imapact.
e.g.: 15% or -15%
How do you estimate the share of Freight /green Freight (e.g. bike,
(e-) cargo bike, e-LCVs) vehicles by 2030?

Value

14.0%

70/30

e.g. 65% - 35%
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Budapest (Hungary)

Use Case 1: Creation of micromobility points
Use Case 2: Relocating public space reducing capacity to car &
increasing pedestrian and cycling zones

Current situation of city
Do you know the Population Growth rate of your
city?
1

2

3

4

Options:
- Please provide the exact rate or make an
estimation. e.g.: 2.15%
- Add the population count of some years (2-3)
(2015: 1234567, 2016: 2345678, 2017: 3456789)
OPTIONAL: Please validate the following
statement or make an estimation:
Average Commute Distance (avg km to work and
back) of Budapest: ~43 km
This estimation was based on Eurostat, SPROUT
WP2 and your demographics
Other cities corresponded values: Padua: 16 km,
Kalisz: 5 km, Tel Aviv: 8 km
If you agree: Fill "Yes"
Otherwise: Make an estimation
e.g. 7-8 km
Based on your current situation the share of Other
is 1%, how much do you estimate the current
share of Scooters?
e.g. 25%
How do you estimate the current share of Cars/eCars in your town?

Value

2018: 1,749,734
2019: 1,752,286
2020:1,750,216

Yes

<1%

1%

e.g. 65% - 35%

Future situation of city (2030)
Assuming that the measure will be scaled up and you
will apply some of the selected policy responses,
please answer to the following questions:
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Kilometers
driven

5

6

e.g. 44%
Your current share of Bike is 2%, how do
you estimate to be by 2030?

11

12

Modal Split

8

10

Use positive value for positive impact and
negative value for negative imapact.
e.g.: 15% or -15%
Your current share of Car is 43%, how do
you estimate to be by 2030?
e.g. 65%
Your current share of Public Transport
(PT) is 25%, how do you estimate to be by
2030?

7

9

What do you estimate to be the impact on
the Passenger kilometres driven by 2030?

e.g. 44%
Your current share of Walking is 29%,
how do you estimate to be by 2030?
e.g. 44%
Your current share of Other is 1%, how do
you estimate to be by 2030?
e.g. 44%
Based on your current situation, how do
you estimate the Scooter share to be by
2030?
e.g. 44%
What do you estimate to be the share of
Car/e-Car by 2030?

-2.00

-5.00

20.00

20.00

50.00

50.00

9.00

9.00

20.00

20.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

25.00

25.00

e.g. 65% - 35%
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Tel Aviv (Israel)

Use Case: Re-allocating the public sphere - balance between capacity and liveability

Current situation of city
Do you know the Population Growth rate of your city?
1

Options:
- Please provide the exact rate or make an estimation. e.g.: 2.15%
- Add the population count of some years (2-3) (2015: 1234567, 2016:
2345678, 2017: 3456789)
How do you estimate the current share of Cars/e-Cars in your town?

2

Value

1.40%

1%
e.g. 65% - 35%

3

Kilometers
driven

Future situation of city (2030)
Assuming that the measure will be scaled up and you will apply some of the
selected policy responses, please answer to the following questions:
What do you estimate to be the impact on the Passenger kilometres
driven by 2030?
Use positive value for positive impact and negative value for negative
impact.
e.g.: 15% or -15%
Your current share of Car is 34%, how do you estimate to be by 2030?

4

25%
e.g. 65%
Your current share of Public Transport (PT) is 26%, how do you
estimate to be by 2030?

7

8

Modal Split

5

6

Value

e.g. 44%
Your current share of Bike is 16%, how do you estimate to be by
2030?
e.g. 44%
Your current share of Walking is 17%, how do you estimate to be by
2030?
e.g. 44%
Your current share of Other is 7%, how do you estimate to be by
2030?
e.g. 44%
What do you estimate to be the share of Car/e-Car by 2030?

9
e.g. 65% - 35%
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Appendix E: Mobility data for Passenger and
Freight kilometers driven
Passenger kilometers driven
Correlation between the Share of commuting distance to the total distance a person travels
per day and the country’s density
The report of Eurostat, (2021), provides data about the distribution of distance travelled per
person per day by travel purpose for urban mobility on all days in different countries. The linear
regression of the aforementioned two variables showed a correlation of about 40% and can be
described by the following equation:
𝑆𝐶𝐷 = −0.0543·𝐷 + 44.235

PERCENTAGE OF
COMMUTING DISTANCE
COMPARED TO TOTAL

Where SCD: is the share of commuting distance travel per person per day compared to all
travel purposes [%], D: is the country’s density [inh/km2]
47,42

45,00

50,00

46,47

44,26

40,00
33,36
30,00

44,57
27,66

27,21

30,54

32,73

28,07

20,00
10,00

y = -0,0543x + 44,235
R² = 0,3706

0,00

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

COUNTRY'S DENSITY

Finally, the daily kilometres driven per person in a city were calculated by the commuting
distance KPI, which was measured in WP2 and the correlation above.
𝑃𝐾𝐷 =

𝑆𝐶𝐷
100 · 𝐶𝐷

Where PKD: is the daily Passenger kilometres driven per person [km/day], CD: is the average
commuting distance of the city [km] and SCD: is the share of commuting distance travel per
person per day compared to all travel purposes [%]
In cases where the commuting distance of a city was missing, an estimation was also
performed by correlating the commuting distance of a city with the city’s density. The size of a
metropolitan area is not a relative variable (e.g. density of population) and can take large
values. The linear regression is not an appropriate fit since it increases while the size of the
metropolitan area increases. For that reason, the logarithmic regression was selected with a
correlation of 97%.
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AVERAGE COMMUTING
DISTANCE (KM)

20,0
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0,0
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y = 22,498ln(x) - 158,08
R² = 0,9649
2100
2200
2300
2400

SIZE OF METROPOLITAN AREA (KM2)

Correlation of average commuting distance and size of the metropolitan area
The commuting distance was estimated by the following function:
𝐶𝐷 = 22.498·𝐿𝑁(𝑆𝑀𝐴) − 158.08
Where CD: is the average commuting distance of the city [km], SMA: is the Size of the
metropolitan area of a city [km2]
The following table contains the data that was used for the above mentioned correlations.

City

Population density
(inh per km²) (2017)

Share of commuting distance
compared to total distance per
person per day (%)

Belgium

373.6

27.66

Denmark

137.3

28.07

Germany

234

27.21

Greece

82.2

44.26

Croatia

73.9

47.42

Latvia

30.7

45.00

Austria

106.8

30.54

Poland

123.6

46.47

Portugal

113.2

44.57

Romania

83.6

33.36

Slovenia

102.6

32.73
Source: Eurostat. (2021)
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Freight kilometers driven
Correlation of population and fleet size of a city
The population of a city is an important factor that determines its fleet size described by an
exponential function with an R2 of 76%.
2500000
y = 128620e7E-07x
R² = 0,8816

FLEET SIZE

2000000
1500000
1000000
500000
0
-

500.000

1.000.000 1.500.000 2.000.000 2.500.000 3.000.000 3.500.000 4.000.000
POPULATION

The fleet size was calculated by the function below.
𝐹𝑆 = 128,620·𝑒 7𝐸−07·𝑃
Where FS: is the fleet size of the city [veh], P: is the Population of the city [inh]

Correlation of size of the metropolitan area of a city and freight kilometres per freight vehicle
Then, the daily Freight kilometres a freight vehicle covers per day are correlated with the Size
of the metropolitan area of a city.

FREIGHT KILOMETERS PER
FREIGHT VEHCILE
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The daily freight kilometres per freight vehicle were a function of the city’s metropolitan area’s
size.
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𝐹𝐾𝐷𝑣 = 0.0147·𝑃 + 50.186
Where FKDv: is the daily freight kilometres per day [kms/day], P: is the Population of the city
[inh].

Calculation of the average freight kilometres per day
Finally, the total Freight kilometres driven per day [kms/day] are:
𝐹𝐾𝐷 = 𝐹𝐾𝐷𝑣 · 𝐹𝑆

The following tables contain the data that was used for the above-mentioned correlations.
Size of Metropolitan area

Commuting to work

Padua

2300.0

16.00

Kalisz

1472.0

5.00

Tel Aviv

1516.0

7.80
Source: SPROUT WP2

Population

Fleet size

Freight

(inh)

Metrop area
(km²)

(vehs)

(kms/day)

Lisbon

2,884,297

3,015

1,600,426

86.1

Warsaw

3,053,104

6,100

1,077,500

124.3

Bratislava

659,598

2,053

189,596

35

Ljubljana

537,893

2,334

164,766

148.6

Zagreb

1,153,255

2,911

311,008

104.6

Budapest

3,303,786

7,626

662,781

179

Sofia

1,670,000

1,344

638,652

87.4

Athens

3,753,783

2,929

2,164,225

53.9

Krefeld

226,844

133,333

151.7

Vienna

2,600,000

1,142,874
Source: Paffumi et al., (2021)
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Appendix F: The do-nothing scenarios of each 1st layer SPROUT city
The key drivers of the three do-nothing scenarios of each 1st layer city are presented below. The analytic description can be found in the
deliverable of Task 3.2.

Padua

Valencia

City

S1
▪ Political support for sustainable mobility,
corruption, taxation, tourism, economic growth,
number of people who choose transport other
of car, urban density: increase
▪ New employment arrangements, new
business models (e.g. collaborative
consumption,
sharing economy), online retail, environmental
consciousness, electrification of mobility,
adoption of smart-city technology, consumerand citizen-oriented digitalization: strong
growth
▪ Immigration, population size: decrease
▪ Labour and employment: more regulation
▪ Political agenda and transparency: increase
▪ New job opportunities, new business models,
transformation of retail, environmental
consciousness, next-hour to same-day
delivery: strong growth
▪ Urban structure: increasing densification
▪ Population size and local environmental
quality: decrease
▪ Electrification, smart-city technology,
automation: strong growth
▪ Data and privacy laws, health and safety
laws: more regulation

Do Nothing Scenarios
S2
▪ Political support for sustainable mobility,
taxation, tourism, urban density, extreme
weather due to climate change, local
environmental quality: increase
▪ New business models, (e.g. collaborative
consumption, sharing economy), online retail,
environmental consciousness, electrification of
mobility, smart-city technology,
consumer- and citizen-oriented digitalization:
weak growth
▪ Corruption, immigration, population size,
economic growth: decrease
▪ Labour and employment: more regulation

▪ Political support and transparency: decrease
▪ New job opportunities, new business models,
transformation of retail environmental
consciousness, next-hour to same-day
delivery: weak growth
▪ Urban structure: increasing densification
▪ Population size and local environmental
quality: decrease
▪ Electrification, smart-city technology,
automation: weak growth
▪ Data and privacy laws, health and safety
laws: less regulation
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S3
▪ Political support for sustainable mobility,
taxation, tourism, immigration, urban density,
extreme weather due to climate change,
population: increase
▪ New employment arrangements, new
business models, (e.g. collaborative
consumption,
sharing economy): weak growth
▪ Corruption, economic growth, people
choosing not to own cars, local environmental
quality:
decrease
▪ Electrification of mobility, smart-city
technology, consumer- and citizen-oriented
digitalization: strong growth
▪ Labour and employment: more regulation
▪ Political support and transparency: increase
▪ New job opportunities, automation: weak
growth
▪ New business models, transformation of
retail, next-hour to same-day delivery,
electrification, smart-city technology: strong
growth
▪ Urban structure: increasing sprawl
▪ Population size and local environmental
quality: decrease
▪ Data and privacy laws, health and safety
laws: less regulation

Tel Aviv

Budapest

Kalisz

City

S1
▪ Tax policy, tourism, immigration, population
size, changing behaviour towards car
ownership: increase
▪ New business models, transformation of
retail, environmental consciousness:
strong growth
▪ Demographic composition: decrease
▪ Safety concerns: weak growth
▪ Urban structure: increasing densification
▪ Electrification, smart-city technology: strong
growth
▪ Climate change: slight increase
▪ Local environmental quality: decrease
▪ Population size, tourism, urban densification:
increase
▪ Environmental consciousness, electrification
of mobility, consumer- and citizen-oriented
digitalization: strong growth
▪ Overall stricter regulation

▪ Political agenda, tax policy: increase
▪ Tourism, economic growth, environmental
consciousness, safety concerns and
population
size : increase
▪ Urban structure: increasing densification
▪ Demographic composition: decrease
▪ Smart-city technology and digitalization:
strong growth
▪ Health and safety regulation: strong increase

Do Nothing Scenarios
S2
▪ Demographic composition, immigration,
tourism, tax policy: increase
▪ Economic crisis
▪ Environmental consciousness, new business
models, transformation of retail,
electrification, smart-city technology,
digitalization: weak growth
▪ Safety concerns: strong growth
▪ Population size, changing behaviour towards
car ownership: decrease
▪ Urban structure: increasing densification
▪ Climate change: strong increase
▪ Local environmental quality: decrease
▪ Tourism, population size, consumer
protection, urban densification: decrease
▪ Local environmental quality: increase
▪ Environmental consciousness, health and
safety legislation: weak increase
▪ Consumer protection, data and privacy
legislation: less regulation
▪ Health and safety laws: weak increase in
regulation
▪ Political agenda, tax policy: decrease
▪ Tourism, economic growth, environmental
consciousness, safety concerns and
population
size : decrease
▪ Urban structure: increasing sprawl
▪ Demographic composition: increase
▪ Smart-city technology and digitalization:
weak growth
▪ Health and safety regulation: weak increase
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S3
▪ Tax policy, tourism, immigration,
demographic composition, changing behaviour
towards
car ownership, local environmental quality:
increase
▪ New business models: weak growth
▪ Economic growth, transformation of retail,
environmental consciousness, safety concerns:
strong growth
▪ Urban structure: increasing sprawl
▪ Population size: decrease
▪ Electrification, smart-city technology,
digitalization: strong growth
▪ Climate change: slight increase
▪ Tourism, population size, local environmental
quality, consumer protection legislation:
increase
▪ Environmental consciousness, electrification
of mobility, consumer- and citizen-oriented
digitalization: weak growth
▪ Safety concerns, health and safety legislation:
strong increase
▪ Political agenda, tax policy: increase
▪ Tourism, economic growth, environmental
consciousness, and population size : increase
▪ Safety concerns: weak growth
▪ Urban structure: increasing densification
▪ Demographic composition: increase
▪ Smart-city technology and digitalization: weak
growth
▪ Health and safety regulation: strong increase

Appendix G: A short description of the use
cases selected from the 1st layer cities
Valencia
The city of Valencia is promoting a change in citizens' mobility behaviour, focusing on mobility
policies toward more environmentally friendly modes of transport. The pilot tested in Valencia
consists of the deployment of an "Intermodal urban passenger/ freight node for collective public
and private transport" that includes two use cases:
•

Use Case 1: Parking for private bicycles into intermodal nodes (Cicloparc)

"Cicloparc" consists in the integration between bikes and public transport means into an
intermodal node by the installation of secure bike parking at metro stations. The pilot use case
will enhance the city's mobility, as it will help to reduce traffic congestion and reduce the GHG
emissions. The aim is to promote the use of public and bike transport to non- users who would
be willing to shift the car with the combination of their bikes and metro. Potential future users
are commuters who live at a medium distance but larger enough to avoid reaching the metro
by walking. The installation of the Cicloparc gives the opportunity to reach the metro station by
bike and keep it in a safe place and avoid illegal parking such as against street furniture,
lampposts or benches.
•

Use Case 2: Smart lockers into intermodal nodes

This second use case consists in the integration between passenger and last-mile freight
transport through the co-location of new advanced services (e-lockers) into an intermodal node
(metro station). The aim is to improve the quality of the service provided by Metro-valencia and
to promote the use of stations as picking points of parcels, reducing the number of vehicles
doing last-mile deliveries in the city.

Padua
•

Use Case 1: Self-driving pods for cargo hitching

The Padua city aims to optimize passengers and freight transport (cargo-hitching). The
SPROUT pilot, based on testing new disruptive mobility business models at the urban level
through the implementation of innovative technologies, helped to materialize this goal. The
disruptive tested technology was the “NEXT system”, an advanced transport model based on
advanced, modular, electric pods. The transport system is also potentially self- driving. This
allows to dynamically adapt the supply to demand: modules carrying passengers and goods
are combined on the basis of estimated flows, which are calculated in real-time by algorithms
considering different final destinations for users and freight. The “NEXT” system can provide
significant benefits in terms of dramatic reductions in traffic levels, travel times and emissions
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by dynamically consolidating urban traffic flows (both passengers and freight), thus optimizing
urban transport capacity.
The pilot's use case's objective is to develop and test this innovative e-mobility solution and
assess its impacts, to reduce carbon footprint and emissions, to improve urban mobility
efficiency and effectiveness and environmental sustainability and help the city move towards
the integration of passengers and freight transport in the urban environment.

Kalisz
•

Use Case 1: IoT-enabled urban logistics

Within Kalisz pilot, a concept of introducing a digital mobility solution for improving the
organization and management of the loading/ unloading operations in the city centre was
developed and validated.
The concept was based on implementing a sensor network using Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, which enables access to transport data in real-time, and the dynamic management
of unloading operations in the city. The target users were urban freight transport drivers who
were able to book a reloading bay by installing an application in their mobile phones, which
provides the interface between the users and the IoT management system. The implemented
solution enabled the trucks to go directly to the booked place at the specific time, and park and
reload close to the designated place. The use case's objective was to improve the organization
of the loading/ unloading operations, to reduce delivery times, to reduce road congestion and
increase the level of safety.

Budapest
The city of Budapest is promoting shared passengers’ mobility. The pilot location is in the city
centre of Budapest in districts 6 and 7, which prohibits leaving shared vehicles in public areas.
There are a few trolleybus lines and many metros, tram and bus lines on the border streets.
With the implementation of use case 1 and use case 2, the pilot in Budapest is contributing to
the development of the Budapest Active and strategy.
•

Use Case 1: Planned traffic regulation changes

In Use Case 1, car traffic along Király utca was restricted on a short section between Rumbach
Sebestyén utca (a residential street within the pilot area) and Károly körút (major road at the
border of the pilot area). General road traffic was banned and only authorised, and freight
traffic was permitted within the new pedestrian zone. In addition, approximately 40 parking
places were closed. There were no physical barriers installed to avoid through-traffic at the
entrance of the street, only traffic signs were used.
Within the first use case, the city of Budapest aimed to increase the modal share of shared
mobility solutions, reduce traffic congestion and increase public space for leisure activities.
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•

Use Case 2: Creation of micromobility point

In this pilot action, 86 Mobility Points were planned for micromobility vehicles originally in
District 6 of Budapest by BKK and Budapest Közút in cooperation with the Municipality of
District 6. By creating these Mobility Points, the project aimed at reacting to the unregulated
appearance of the micromobility services, especially e-scooters, and understand if the already
overloaded public space by motorist traffic is getting worse (mainly due to street parking).
More specifically, the objectives of this second use case were the increase of shared
passengers' mobility, the increase of active modes of transport and the improvement of the
use of public space.

Tel Aviv
Three use cases were demonstrated in Tel Aviv, adopting a comprehensive approach to tackle
the challenges associated with the city's massive changes due to the construction of the Light
Rail Transit (LRT) system.
•

Use case 1: Passengers' mobility patterns' identification

This first use case is the pilot's approach on a strategic level and it consists in data-driven
analysis and visualization of current travel behaviour mobility patterns using Bluetooth
detectors data. The aim is to assess the expected impact of planned infrastructure changes
on traffic (e.g., temporary road closures), to understand current travel patterns using trajectory
clustering methods and to enrich decision-making process to offer better temporal
arrangements and re-organize public transport.
•

Use case 2: Public Sphere re-allocation

The second use case is the pilot's approach on a tactic level, and it consists in re-allocating
the public sphere and creating a balance between capacity and liveability. Its aim is to provide
a structured tool to identify and prioritize different road users’ needs, to develop a methodology
to integrate public involvement outcomes into decision-making processes and resolve conflicts
between stakeholders, as well as revealing pedestrians and cyclists' preferences regarding
road section design and components.
•

Use case 3: Vulnerable Road users prioritization use case

The third use case is the pilot's approach on an operational level, and it consists in identifying
and prioritizing vulnerable road users at signalized intersections. Its objective is to develop a
methodology to efficiently prioritize VRU safety in signalized intersections and reduce unsafe
crossing, but also reduce the frequency of unsafe situations with minimal delays for other
traffic. Additionally, the aim is to develop and train an algorithm to identify VRU, while at the
same time raising awareness and actual implementation of social inclusion policy in favour of
VRU.
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